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The Fulton Chamber of Com- offer the_firm any inducement remerce is in rece:pt of a letter (erred the letter to the
Fulton
from the Hal Johnson Company Chamber of Commerce, via Warof Chula Vista, Calif. seeking a ren Anderson, manager of
the
Volume Twenty
-Fu4on, Fulton County Kennscrcy
.
,"rarliZ, Ppb. 2:1 eks
Number Eight
location in this area to manufac- Kentucky Ut'l't' S
office he
ture airframe components and act Dorothy Wiseman of the Paducah
Annou
Candidacy
as sub-cqntractors in the defense Chamber of Commerce in a note
Gregory Praises Fine Para;7;
industry , manufacturing airplane to Mr. Anderson expressed her
Character of Mr.
parts.. The company would hire belief that Fulton would be intermore than 1200 people at a rate ested in such a proposition.
Joe Bennett
upwards of $1.50 per hour.
The passing of the'beloved Joe
The company is seeking floor
The letter was addressed to the space of 80,000 to 100,00 square Bennett, not only was a distinct
Paducah Chamber of Commerce, feet with room for
expansion. loss to his family and hundreds
but because of their inability to The firm stated that it would em- of friends in the Fulton territory,
0 A holiday air (and not George*
ploy 50 per cent women, with all but others over the Nation have
Birthday either)
labor to be taken from the local paused to extend sympathy to the
Governor
Wetherby To IWashington's
Supt. Holland Strongly
prevailed at the Fulton
City
and surrounding labor market. family. Among the letters to the
Zeeted
Visit
Fulton
In
Favois Special Term
family
was
one
from
CongressSchools
Thursday
morning
when
C. H. Warren, secretary of the
the news became known that GovComing Weeks
Chamber of Commerce here has man Noble J. Gregory, who said
For School Aid
ernor Lawrence Wetherby would
replied to the letter stating the
Commonwealth
of
Kentucky
whole-heartedly in fa"I
am
Washington,
D.
C.
issue
a
call
today
(Friday)
for
a
characteristics of the local scene
Executive Chamber
February 8, 1951
special session of the legislature vor of the proposed special sesand advising that at present a
a-a:a
vaankfort
to aid schools, old age pensioners sion to give schools more finbuilding site is not available. Mr. Mrs. Hazel Scruggs,
ancial assistance," Mr. Holland
February 20, 1951 and mental hospitals.
Warren stated to the News that Fulton, Kentucky.
told the News on Thursday..
local financiers are willing to
enthusiasm
was
justified,
The
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
"His action will have the enbuilding,
supply the necessary
according to W. L. Holland, supFulton, Kentucky.
thusiastic support of every
Many local business people are but did not believe that a. com- Dear Hazel: .
erintendent
of
'schools,
who
reparent and teacher in the
a-buzz with the talk of a large de- pany engaged in
I learned with deep regret of
exclusive deGovernor's revealed
that
if
the
Paul
and
Jo:
Dear
Statefense industry, which seeks to lo- fense contracting would be inter- the recent passing of your disthe op- quest is granted ($6,000,000 for
did
not
have,
Sorry
I
cate in this area. (See story op- ested in the long-term lease nec- tinguished father.
portunity to visit with you and teacher salaries) the local school
Governor Wetherby, a conaennings KearbY
posite.) IL seems to us that the essary to amortize the
There is little I can say about
capital
would get an annual conscientious, efficient, hardJeninngs Kearby, lawyer, far- the folk in your area during _teachers
time has come for usto go out needed to erect such a building. Mr. Bennett which you have not
recent trip to western Ken- raise of approximately $225 per working administrator has priand
and get some of the large
me say
many, mer and civic leader has announ- tucky
but, because of the annum. This figure is based, Mr. vately stated many times that
This is the second time within already heard
small payrolls cropping up all several weeks that Fulton has had many times. I can say, however, ced his candidacy as representa- weather and road conditions, I Holland said, on the last special the school systems of Kentucky
about us instead of waiting for the opportunity to secure large I have never known a finer man tive from Fulton-Hickman Coun- was compelled to . alter
my appropriation of $3,000,000, when needed urgent attention
ties subject to the action of the schedule.
them to come to us.
the teachers got an increase of
(Ed's Note: Political dopsters
payrolls, but was unable to do so in my whole life nor one who has
We think that a committee of because of the lack of necessary contributed more to his fellow- voters in the August primary.,
about $112 per annum.
will no doubt inject the politiThe young lawyer is chairman
However, I hope to be back
people floor space. Recently a firm con- man
business
through a life well spent
wide-awake
Old age pensioners, of which -eal angle into the action. It
should get together NOW and or- nected with a gas company would than Joe Bennett. The fact- that of the First District Young Demo- in your section before too many there are a surprising number in bears scrutiny! What with forbe have located here for six months, he lived to the ripe old age he crats Club, president of the Ful- weeks and at that time will the city and county, will benefit mer Governor Earle Clements'
ganize a financing plan and
able to say when an inquiry is with a payroll in that period of did achieve and that all of these ton County Young Democrats, certainly make every effort to greatly, too.
vehement stand that the State
made "we have the money readi- $500,000, if the building had been years were spent actively is a president ofthe UK Alumni Asso- spend sometime in Fulton
could not afford more money
state's
said
the
governor
The
ciation,
1950
chairman
of
the
visiting with you.
further evidence of the fact that
ly available to erect a building to available.
Wetherby's
general fund probably will have a for schools, and
Divine Providence permitted him March of Dimes and secretary of
meet your needs and will see that
With kind personal regards surplus of $10,000,000 at the end complete right - about - face,
the
Fulton
County
Democratic
to lemain beyond the
allotted
the labor is secured."
of this fiscal year, June 30. He we're a-wondering if Clements'
and every good wish, I am
span in order that he might be of Executive Committee. He is secsaid he would ask the legislature visit to the State recently was
retary
of
the
Fulton
County
Bar
better help to his fellowman.
That was a mighty fine little
Sincerely yours,
for the 1951-52 to do a little more roasting,
to appropriate
Association and secretary of the
program put on by Mrs. Louis
Lawrence W. Wetherby
In his passing you have lost a
other than the ducks.)
ear these sums:
Young
Lawyers
Conference.
Weaks at the West-Fulton ParGovernor.
devoted father, the community an
$6,000,000 for teacher salaries.
He
is
a
member
of
the
Methodent-Teachers meeting Tuesday
An engin,cling crew from the outstanding leader, and I a dear ist Church and a graduate of UK
$2,000,000 for old age pensions,
afternoon. The program was in Kentucky Department of High- friend.
indigent children and the needy
I School of Law. He is the son of Four Fulton Scouts
commemoration of the founding ways is in Fulton this week- makblind.
Sincerely yours,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kearby
of Get Eagle Badges
of the P-TA and certainly pres- ing initial "soundings" for the
Nolae J. Gregory.
$750,000 for mental hospitals
Crutchfield.
ented an entirely different pic- news overpass which will span
— i Four Fulton Boy Scouts receiv- and prisons.
ture Of parent-teacher relations the I. C. tracks on the new HighScout
ed Eagle Awards at the
He said he would ask for an adElmer Murchison, county tax
today as compared to fifty years way 45 rerouting.
dinner ditional $250,000 for mental hos- assessor had his
'Leader's Appreciation
comments to
ago.
the
Irvin
held
in
Paducah
at
pitals
and
prisons
for
the
curThe three-span overpass, to be
add to the recent story appearing
I Cobb Hotel last week. They are:
rent
fiscal
year.
in the News regarding the loss of
to Jimmy located at the rear of the present
Congratulations
Donald Mac Speight, 15-year-old
The governor said these appro- nearly $8500 in tax revenue for
Whitnel, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Boss Neely home across from
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Speight
without
be
made
priations
can
Fa:rview cemetery, will eliminate
schools as a result of seemN. Whitnel on his good conduct
of Fourth Street; Alton
Lee new taxes and without hurting ing failure to assess about 120a
a -,grade crossing for trucks too
ribbon presented him at Castle
Barnes,
18-year-old
son
of
Mr.
fireancial
structure.
the
state's
large to use the present underautomobiles registered in the
Heights Military Academy. What
and - Mrs. Hugh
Barnes of 202
Wetherby said the legislature malty
pass. The new diversion will cut
else would a fine boy like Jimmy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Westpheling
Cavender,
Bates
Street;
Larry
work.
will
be
asked
for
laws
also
placthe curve at the Clint Reed acre"The figures released by the
receive, anywify.
You mraf not know, but we 14-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. ing state, city and county govern- Department of Revenue, while
age north of Fulton(' proceed up The Fulton News
have plenty of men in Fulton on John Cavender, 305 Eddings ment workers under federal So- accurate, do not reflect a true picand across the
present fair- Fulton, Ky.
Hurry up and get well, Bailey
the railroad who do not belong Street; and Richard Strong, 16- cial Security benefits. He asked tare of the automobile assessment
grounds, over the new overpass Dear Paul and Jo:
and
Bushart
Ward
Binford, Dr.
In reading this week's Fulton to the union. They have been free year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. H j lor a $250,000 outlay for an In the county. The situation (eand join highway 51 at the FairFolks
are
sick
list.
on
the
others
County News I would like to say riding and talatiaatke raises, back N. Strong of 58 Collins Street.
state's share in this program,trans in this manner, and is parview cemetery curve.
aou.
the article on the front page,"The pay, good working conditions for
Ocularly true in a border town.
Miler at entdd be gained tedrirl Bar ?association Replies to
La- a long time but the time has come
automobile
engineers this week. prelim-,
"rm. residing
instance in
an South Fulton
Wind "Blows Its Top" the
bor People was well written.
when all are, going to pay for
owner
inary soundings must be made
Fin not writing this to you to their benefits handed down, not
will go to the
county
court
At J. R. Holland's
on the overpass so that specificaclerk's office in Wickman and buy
tions can thereby be drawn for criticize any profession but let's from any company or individual,
•
Home Near Here
a Kentucky license. For all pracbidders. It is believed that bid- just talk a little while and ex- but by Congress.
noticeable his home for the long span of his tical purposes that/ car is regisThere'll be a very
Most of the men in Congress
the ding and construction on
ever use
the press our personal feelings and /
If you could
absence of good cheer and fellow- railroading days.
bel:eve those of the labor men of and the Senate are lawyers.
tered in the county, but assessphrase "blow a top" that's exactly whole project will be done this
Here was a man who never met ment for Kentucky purposes is
Fulton. Its the talk I hear everyLets take the word strike.' I ship on the,streets of Fulton from
what the terrible wind did Tues- year.
who a stranger. If he thought a person almost impossible since his residay in the wash room and the I. don't like it, and
the
public now on, because the man
day to the home of the J. R. HolC. restaurant.
doesn't, either. Because in a spread it generously from day to was going to be a stranger for a dence is in another State.
lands near Fulton on Route 3. The
"People from other counties
The union shop that we have strike if you get what you ask,for day is gone. Harry Reaves, one longer period of time than was
lovely, old ante-bellum home,
was given to us through the Con- you also loose. But this is the on- of the nicest guys who ever lived, conaortable for him, he remedied will buy a Fulton County
liwhich graces a grassy knoll overaway
Tuesday
evening
afthe
situation
immediately
He
had
cense, yet personal taxes are
gress of the United
States and ly weapon labor has to fight back passed
two
looking five counties and
ter
a
short
illness,
and
his
ununcanny
sense
of
recognition
an
assessed in their raspective
signed by the President.
with.
States was completely "be-headThe union shop means that a
The Wagner act, passed during timely death has cast a pall of and in his capacity as ticket counties. Many of these auto
The 11th Annual District Coned" during the terrific rain and
the
entire
city
and
agent
he
had
a
field
day
putting
owners
gloom
over
evade tax assessment all
iStrict man must belong to the union if President Roosevelt's administrawindstorm, which did only minor ference of the Paris
and WSCS will be held in the First he is to work. This doesn't mean tion, put a cooling off period on over the system of the railroad he that sixth sense to use. The story around, but the State is working
damage to other buildings
was often told that Harry would out a plan where this situation
Church of Martin, Tenn. beginn- when the railroad hires a man he strikes. Labor and management loved so well.
homes in the Fulton area.
Harry Reaves, 64, was nearing watch passengers coming in and can be remedied_ A large portion
Mrs. Holland, who graciously ing at 10:00 a. m. Tuesday, Feb- must join. If he doesn't want pro- must meet for 30 days and try to his fiftieth year of service with out of the station and could al- of the 1200 registered, but instection, better working conditions come to some kind of settlement
presided over her all-male house- ruary 27, 1951.
sons, The theme, which will be de- and pay his part to keep them, and if they can't the President the Illinois Central Railroad most tell, without ever being told, assessed, automobiles can be achold (husband J. R. and
when he died at the Jones Hospit- whose relatives they were. This counted for in this manner," he.
(Continued on Page Ten)
throughout the day by then he can look elsewhere for
Robert and Joe) told the News of veloped
•
al following a
heart
attack, was brought home ever so close said. "I am willing to correct the
her utter amazement when she the speakers and officers will be,
which he suffered Saturday night. on one occasion when a member situation at once if I can get the
investigated the wet spots on her "Lift Thou Thy World,0 Christ."
In his forty-ninth year he went of my family came to visit me. whole-hearted support of the
The highlights of the day will
ceiling and went upstairs only to
young lady citizens behind me," he added..
about his daily
tasks as ticket For a moment the
be greeted by the leaden skies be addresses by Mrs. W. B. Lanagent with the same enthusiasm stood in the waiting room until
and the wind and the rain in her drum and Miss Margaret Swift.
as he did when he first began we arrived and when we did we
hair.
Mrs. Landrum, is from Tyler,
working for the company as a found her and Harry Reaves in a
An fascinating story is connect- Texas, and is Field Worker for
young man in 1902. With the ex- "long lost relation" type of coned with stately home. It was built the Woman's Division of Christception of two years service in versation. She was amazed when
in 1847 by the late George I. Mc- ian Service. Her subject will be:
(Continued on Page Ten)
Ripley, Tenn. he has called Fulton
Fall, who was the first man to be "The World, and Methodist WoEdwards and Farr, a Rome, Ga.
Frankfort, Ky. — Believe it or home in Clinton, Waterfield reburied in Fairview Cemetery. men."
firm, has been engaged to erect
Ripley, fused to confirm or deny the renot, and this isn't by
the 210-foot antenna on Fulton's
The roof made of heavy tin was
Miss Margaret Swift, is a Miss- State Representative Harry Lee port but said, "I am giving serinew racio station, and erection
not part of the old structure, but ionary to China from the Mem- Waterfield of Clinton, .has been ous consideration to the possibiliwill begin as soon as
was put on by the late Arch Hud- phis Conference. She was educa- extended an "olive branch" by ty."
concrete
footings can be poured and seasdleston, Sr:, as one of his first ted in Jackson High School, at- top Democratic officials in the
It is widely known that Wateroned, station officials stated rcventures in the tinning trade. The tended Lambuth College from hope of including him to run as field, though fairly powerful in
Play in the First District Basket- Arlington-Clinton game at 7:30 p.
Hollands said that Mr. Arch 1934-1937, received her A. B. de- an adm:nistration-backed candi- his own district and
especially ball tournament here starts Tues- m., with Fulton, in its first ap- day.
would often go out to the home gree from Wesleyan College, Ma- date for Lieutenant Governor. strong in his own county
of
The firm hes„made alma lobe
Feb. 27, with Arlington and pearance, playing the winner of
after he fixed it and just look at con, Ga., her M. A. degree from The purpose of such a "deal", re- Hickman, has been a "thorn in the day,
Central of Clinton paired for the the Milburn-Western game at 9:20 here around Marti% 15 and the
it, to see if it was doing all right. Scarritt College, Nashville, Tenn., liable sources say, is to align the side" of the administration since
antenna will be shipped'to,„apatte
p. m., and Milburn p. m.
It did, what is more, and would her Professional Diploma, Teach- Waterfield faction with admini- his defeat by former Governor game at 7:30
Western due to tangle in the
Friday night's semi-finals will here when erection is ready 'to
probably be there today had it er's College. Columbia University, stration supporters and thereby Clements in the Democratic Gub- and
second game at 9:20 p. m.
pit the remaining two teams in start. The antenna can be innot been 'for the terrific 70-mile New York City. She is under the assure an "easy" primary victory ernatorial Primary of 1947.
Hickman, Cunningham, Bard- the upper bracket at 7:30, and the creased In height to a maximum
wind which dipped down under appointment of Board of Missions on August 4th. Contacted at his
M.
that
Howell
It
is
known
of MO feet in the future should,
the • porch ceiling and ripped it and Church Extension since • • • • • • • * • Vincent of Covington, an announ- well, Fulton, Cayce and Fulgham, two on the lower at 9:20. Satur- conditions so justify, orricIals
day
night's
will
start
final
game
in
the
4-day
other
teams
the
completely off.
An Olive Branchced candidate for Governor, has tournament, drew byes on the at 8:00 p. m.
pointed out, adding that the 2101943.
hand-carved
beautiful
• The
support
of first round.
foot initial height already reprebeen seeking the
Fulton,
in
the
lower
bracket,
Behind
the
"Beacon
Lights
and
mantels
hand-set
doors, the
Waterfield for quite some time. A
and Bardwell, in the upper, have sents more altitude than several
floorboards of the original home Bamboo Curtain", will be the
Hickman and Cunningham are
close friend of Vincent says it
a slight edge as favorites in the neighboring stations offer.
topic
of
her
address.
is
two-story
home
stand.
The
still
was Vincent's backers who origi- paired for 7:30 p. m. Wednesday tournament because of their poAlso scheduled to appear on the
erected on huge hickory, ash and
Ftagham
John Garrett of Union
City
nally "sold" Waterfield on the night, with Cayce and
sition.; with the exception of Mildistinguished
walnut logs, placed at two and program will be
lowering his sights and playing the second game ,that burn and Western, whose teams who has engineered the station
idea
of
one-half foot intervals forming a officers of the Memphis Confererroneous story
corrected an
running for Lieutenant Governor evening. Thursday evening
have .st somewhat weak showing, printed here recently. He said:
sturdy foundation that will last ence, Mrs. Marcus Phillips, Conwell will play the winner of the
of Chief Executive.
instead
all the rest of the squads are on
ference President, and Mrs. W. S.
for many, many more years.
a very equal footing, and some
brother,
"There seems to be some misVincent's
Howell
Mr. Holland who is now 75 was Atkins, Conference Promotion
HERE
VISITS
close and interesting games are understanding as to what distance
Clyde, Waterfield's Kenton Counbairn in the old homestead and has Secretary.
•
in
prospect,
tournament
officials
1947, Pvt. Jimmy Hancock, son of Dr.
the proposed station here in Fulty Campaign Manager in
lived there most of his life.
All local officers are requested
ton can be received. I want to
and the Vincent supporters, in- and Mrs. J. C. Hancock was visit- stated this week.
Stranger than fiction and prov- to be present and members and
Winner
and
runner-up
in
the
point out that 100 Watts of power
pay.
s'st Harry Lee has a debt to
ing that the Lord works in won- v'sitors will be greatly inspired
or in Fulton Thursday. He is in
Waterfield, "playing the training at Scott Airfield in St. tournament here will participate on 1270 KC will provide excellent
But
drous ways is the story told of the , if they will come and be with us.
urna- reception at a distance of 28.5
game shrewdly" his friends say, Louis, in what he terms "the best in the 8-team regional
trees,
up-rooted
storm which
'tted---himseif ito technical sch-ad-iii-Ke-Airror
Th51I8ITd antea- and----yet-lrerrt —REV. E. R. LADD DISMISSED
-Fear meet at-- Murray-the -following miles. The reception at this-point—
will be without fade and of suffiweek.
anything or anybody."
intact two hog-houses where a
include cient strength to override all but
Tournament officials
Observers in Frankfort frankRev. Et R. Ladd pastor of the
tow and her young were feeding.
BUSINESS NOTE: "Underwear
John Robinson (Murray) and severe static. The station definitly
ly admit it isn't a "dying devoThree other hog-houses were up- Woodlawn Cumberland Presbytion" to Waterfield that prompt- mills of the south are beginning to Bill Knight (Paducah), referees; will be received a' much greater
rooted and swept down the coun- terion Church near Paducah who
ed the.move of administration or- get knee-deep in military orders." Earl Bolin, (Clinton), timer, distances. I can assure you we
has been a patient in the Rivertry-side like tumbleweeds.
ganizers to consider "adopting" They may be up to their knees, Lauren Shupe (Fulgham), scorer, will lay a very nice signal as far
The Hollands are shut-ins on side Hospital for several weeks
-and a running ma
him as an administration candi- but it'll be down to their ankles, and Lawrence Holland (Fulton) south as Jackson, Tenn. and in aN
the first floor until repairs can suffering from a heart attack has
directions of equal distance'
tournament manager.
(Continued on page Ten)
Wetharhy
no doubt, if it's military.'
been dismissed from the hospital.
be made.

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-7 "n Territory

Tea"hers Face t.rospect
Of $225 Annual Sotary Raise
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ENGINEERS START
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AUTO REGISTRATION
NOT TRUE PICTURE—
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DEATH CLAIMS POPULAR HARRY REAVES
WAS FRIENDLY RAILROADER FOR 49 YEARS

WSCS CONFERENCE
ON FEBRUARY 27

^

Waterfield May Be
On Wetherby Team

RADIO TOWER TO
BE STARTED SOON

FIRST DISTRICT BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
BEGINS IN FULTON ON TUESDAY FEB. 27

i

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post ()ince Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL-and JOLIANNA.K. WESTPIIKILDIG.
Editors and Publisher*

than more, will read a Bible that is strippee
of the magnificent music that has rung in the
ears of our forefathers for so many generations.
—Courier-Journal

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by MeFeatters

A member el the Kentucky Pram
A member of the Fukien Ceeinly Fame Bureaa.

A Marine Told It

Subscription Rates $2 per year in Yukon,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
U. S. Marines aren't ones to let you forthroughout the United States, $2.50 per year
‘ get their well-earned motto—Semper Fidelis.
And we hope that Fultonians will take a cue
Entered as second class matter June 2B, 1923
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
from the Marines. In the eyes of March of
the United States postal act ad March, 1129.
Dime workers this week "Always Faithful"
was never more fitting of.one Marine in parPublished Every Friday Of Tin Y.
ticular after the Kentuaky polio fund-raising
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
campaign received from the Korean war-front
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
an unsolicited $5.00 contribution from a
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
W.
Louisville Leatherneck—Cpl. Kenneth
cause.—Anouymous.
Potter.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY Elt, SI
Phompted only by a desire to do his part
in the unceasing effort to stop polioaerT). Potter, a Marine of but six monthseIrmembered
his home state's polio victims in a letter to
his mother, Mrs. Carl Potter, in which he said,
"This is little enough to give, but it might do
some good for those polio kids back home."
That Cpl. Potter could take time away
Members and officers of' the Community
from his part in the Korean fighting kt all ta
Concert Association have just completed their
give thought. 'o the state-side campaign -is
third consecutive annual drive for membersignificant, but paricularly noteworthy was
ships. Again, the drive assured Fultonians of
his generous gift in the face of a.declaration
an opportunity to enjoy top-flight musicians
by March of Dimes officials in Louisville that
at an unbelievably low price. It does someit was as yet uncertain 'whether or net Kenthing morerit puts Fulton on the same culturtuckians at home had contributed generously
_ al level as other communities in this area and
enough to the campaign to provide the Kenfurther affords our children a priceless adtucky Chapter of the National Foundation for
junct to their musical education.
sufficient fundi to
Infantile Paralysis with
But promoting a membership drive to seprepare itself in case of another heavf polio
cure enough members to make available such
year.
enjoyment isn't done with mirrors,as any offiHave you contributed your share?
cer, director,- or worker in the organization

least two strikes on him, since he
inherits the evils (the highway
department scanaai) and the ills
(anti-administration sentiment)
of Senator Clements.
Also, of course, there'll be a
hard fought primary, and even
in the accustomed-to-batt* Dembitter primary
ocratic party(
election campaigns don't tend to
make a strong, united party' to
face the opposition in November.
Then, there's one more thing
which the Republicans are banking on pretty heavily—the popularity of John Sherman Cooper.
The former Senator from Somerset was not at the Lincoln Day
Dinner in the flesh—but his presence was everywhere. His was the

No Answer Yet!
Re: City Limits
.,Last week we reported in these columns
that residents of the Country Club Courts had
petitioned the City Council to invorporate that
area in the city limits.
We mentioned several reasons why we
thought the outlying suburbs should be incorporated and asked that the City Coamcil use
these same columns to give their reasons for
failure to take the action.
Many residents of High's/lets, Country
Club Courts and Riceville have commended
our invitation to the Mayor and City Council,
but we regret that the invitation has not yet
been accepted.
In fairness to our readers and the residents of the unincorporated areas we will let
the invitation be a standing one. After all, the
citizens are entitled to know.

A Sincere Plea-Leave the Bible Alone
Nobody would question the high motives
of those who want to "modernize" the language of the Bible. They believe the old, sonorous English phrasis set down by the translators of the early Seveneenth Cenbisy are
difficult and often confusing to readers of today. They want more people to readatae Bible_
They reason that it must be made snoopier arat
easier for that purpose.
Yet-we wonder if they do not lose more
than they gain.- The Naitonal Council of
Churches of Christ in the U. S. A. has authorized a revised version of the scriptures which
will appear in the fall of next year. Some of
the planned changes in the text seem useless
or worse. What modern mind would fail to understand the phrase "portion of goods that
falleth," but grasp the revision,"share of property that falls?";Certainly nobody brought
up on a farm would misunderstand the passage that speaks of a man filing "his belly
with the husks that the swine did eat,' and
there is certainly no advantage in the substitution of "pods" for "husks.'
There are some passages in the King
tbiames Version, to be sure, that are deeply obscure. Many good Christians have heard and
repeated them all their lives without 'ever
Stopping to reason out exactly
what they
mean. Scho!ars have shown that such dark
passages are almost always the
re.r. aft of
faulty translat'on. When the Book of Proverbs
speaks, for instance, of 'apples of gold in pictures oP silver.' 'it is almost c rtain that the
word "picture" was a translator's error for
"pitchers.".
It would help modern readers of
the
Bile if such points were covered in footnotes. But tile worthy effort to clarify the text
---nr-the--Goodepeed-rdition. ariPf all outer PIMlar effcrts have dra'ned the color and majesty out of the King James language. The
richest flowering of all English Prose becomes
fla and insipid. Surely fewer people, rather

What,No Republicans
It was difficult to tell whether the members of the Kentucky Press Association, meeting in Louisville last weekend, were most interested in problems of the newspaper busi•
ness or the impending Democratic gubernatorial primary.
About all of the potential candidates were
on hand with a cheerful smile and a hearty
handclasp. Governor
Wetherby was very
much in evidence around KPA's headquarters
at the Brown, and he entertained the newspaper people at the mansion Saturday afternoon following the meeting. The members experienced no difficulty in finding Ben Kilgore, and Harry Lee Waterfield_was on hand
he being a publisher of course. Hal Vincent, a
native of Brownsville and formerly of Bowling Green but now of Colington, was in the
running. And then, for good measure, former
Governor Keen Johnson honored the assemblage with his presence.
This writer saw no Republican aspirant
for the office at the press meeting. NV 'have
long felt that one of the weaknesses of the
Republican Party in Kentucky is its failure
to cultivate the good will of the members of
The fourth estate.
All in all, a great time was had by ev ryone. And of course there are a couple of ot
sparring events for the gubernatorial primary
coming up—the Lincoln Day dinner and the
Jackson Day dinner, when things will probably be even more lively.
—Ohio County Messenger.
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Sermonette of the

The fourth, fifth and size., vere centuries
of violence. The Lenten prayers, born during
the unhappy age, mirror physical suffering
and mental anguish.
It.ding out of the East, the barbarians
crashed across the Rhine and Danube to beat
the Roman Fimpire into the dirt. Moral decay
had shattered the spine of her citizens. The
Empire was made ready for annihilation.
During the period between 461 and 596
Vandals, Gohts, Huns and Lombards repeatedly beseiged and sacked the capital of Rome..
The people wandered over the land in packs
of looters and scavengers. Famine, flood, and
disease swung their gaunt scythes of death in
the wake of war. The very gates of hell seemed to open over the Christian world.
The appeals to God for mercy, for forgiveness of sins, and for deliverance from
chaos and suffering so often met with in Lea;
ten prayers come from the hearts of priests
and people tried to the depths of their souls.
They cried out to their God. But they did
not cry out in blasphemy as do those without
hope. They cried as those who knew that the
cruc:fied Son of God would hear them. He
too had suffered at the hands of men.
And so Lent was
born—the child of a
fearful age—forty days to commemorate the
}Filly day fast of Christ in the desert. If the
world was not to be submerged in the godless
sea that swept over Christendom, men knew
that they must do penance by imitating the
suffering Christ. "Unless you shall do penance, you shall all likewise perish."
With the coming of Lent on February 7,
out of the East again roll godless armies to
scourge a people fallen into moral decay. Men
will learn that they cannot reject the Son ef
God with impunity.
11.-se hcrdes, though they know it not,
will he used by God to bring a post-Christian
west ten world to re-embrace the truths which
once she loved. God will bring good out of
evil. He draws straight with crooked lines.
Christianity wi I save the western world
aga'n as it saved it before. But first western
man will suffer great suffering. He will have
his Good Friday before the
Easter Sunday
dawn brings joy to the world.
In his period4 of anguish howeni*x...let him
MT Esse
and eat the rotten fruit of despair. Then all is lost. But let him look upon
and imitat? his suffering God there-on the
Cross, there to find courage and inspiration
and hope and eternal salvation.
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Community Concerts
Are Certa inAssets

will tell you.
Campaign preparation is a tedious, detailed undertaking. The campaign itself, is a hard,
week-long grind and the selection of artists,
after the drive, is a trememdous responsibility
for the board ofdirectors.
Above it all we see the assets that accrue
to our community because we can boast of a
Community Concert series. Above all else _
musical enjoyment, education for the children,
equality with other conununities _ _ _ we see
the inexorable fact that it is a community project.
It is extremely difficult for us to see the
short-sightedness of "community-spirited"
citizens who have so little pride in their community, their schools, their welfare to bypass such an opportunity by failing to buy a
membership.
Its a community project—not, the responsibility of a few.
Let's remember that

name on eveiyone's lips. His were
the plans that everybody wanted
to know. Cooper is their man. Or,
at least, the man of most Republicans.
It is possible that our alternate
delegate to the United
Nations
will announce his intentions bepublished,
this
is
but that's
fore
one risk you run writing a weekwhich
column
must,
by its
ly
very nature, anticipate some
things.
personal, geograhphic,
And
economic and political factors all
make him a
will comb.ne to
sound reason, as a nominee, why
the Kentucky Republicans
are
feeling their oats. And sniffing
victory.
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
February 23 and 24

Are you sure this is the right folder? You found it in the
files right away!"
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Sunday - Monday -Tuesday
February 25-26-27

From The Files:

litteitztattiathms_
3114::,

(7:444.uotg Bach "Ike Cloc12
February 26, 1926:
Walker Conn and
Mr. James
Miss Jessie Morris Bockman were
married last Sunday evening by
Bro. A. N. Walker at the Fulton
Circuit parsonage of the First
here. They
'Methodist Church
were accompanied by Mrs. 0. L.
Weatherspoon and Miss
Leola
Oliver.
Many Tenricssee motorists Came
over the Kentucky side last Sunday to fill their gas tanks before
taking afternoon jo'.0 rides, their
being the first day the Tennessee
5c gas tax went into effect . . . .
enforcement of a revived
and
Sunday closing law in that State.
The City of Fulton has adcpted
a new ordinance char; ng local
taxies and
motor-driven drays
$15 a year; 2-horse wagcns $10 a
year, and 1-horse wagon $5 a
year.
Fulton man mops up in Flc:ida
(headline): Rev. R. C. Whitne!,
who moved to Florida more than
a year ago and entered the real
estate firm of nicks & Whitnel,
has just handled the largest land
sale ever made in that state at
one time. The million acres in•
volved were purchased forcolonization purpose.
•
Boy Scout News: Cecil Wheelen, Eugene Boone and Jack Covington have advanced to firstclass scouts; Paul Pickering, Jr.,
Harold Heywood, Avery Hancock
-and Howard Patterson have advanced to second-class. Louis
Weaks is Scoutmaster of Troop 4
and Robert Witty of troop ?.
The Fulton Lions Club
will
sponsor a big Easter-egg hunt at
the fairgrounds this year.
Miss Anna V. Jones and Mr.
Otis French were married Saturday by Rev. E. L. Whittaker at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Falwell on Park Avenue. He is a
popular young grocery merchant
on Fourth Street.

itititsIEW 'VENGEANCE
itti00.?.k.Ts

Mrs. Guy Gingles entertained
the Merry Matron's sewing club
at her home on Fourth Street
Wednesday afternoon.
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February 20, 1931:

MARPRIE NAN • JAMES WHITMORE ANN DVORAK

Wednesday and Thursday
February Viand 29

46,

The reopen'ng of the ncv..
ona Hotel here Tuesday' was
a
happy event. The hotel, owned by
P. C. Ford and managed by his
son, Henry, was rebuilt following
the disastrous fire of Sept. 2.
1930. Each room now has new
and- modern furniture, hot
and
cold water, telephone and writing desk. Thirty-five of the
73
rcoms now have baths.
W. L. Chisholm, veteran Ft!ton show man, has
leased tbe
Capitol theatre at Martin. T an.
He has added modern mileh.r.c.•
and talking picture equip:rent.
Mr. R. C. Browder of Fulton.
Route 6 renewed his subscripton to the paper this week, paying in eggs at the currtnt pricof eight cents a dozen.
D. F. Lowe, manager of the
Fulton Undertaking Company.
announces the following as his
current staff: E. A. Yelton, embalmer and funeral director: W.
E. Flippo, assistant; Mrs. D. F.
Lowe, assistant manager: Mrs. P.
M. Roberts, lady assistant.

t. 7filly
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Drink Lots of

I.

MILK
-1- TASTY
+ REFRESHING
+ ECONOMICAL
4- CONVENIENT
NO OTHER DRINK
GIVES YOU SO MUCH

(t
1
....!oorntro.
you know
Wct Occk,solid siren
Silo drank milk by the case
To keep from tirin'.

URE MILK

Six-week honor roll, Jordan
High: (9th grade): Louise Shuck,
Martha Lyle Shuck, Bonnie Ward
and Mack Burrow; (11th grade):
Mary Frances Hardy and Ethel
Willis; (12th grade): Maggie Lee
Hardy, Hessell Ward, Blanche
Stephenson and %%lion Evans. •

0
.

aorit/17' #1
/11.0 SER11/Ce"
PHONE 813

Mrs. Rena Croft passed away
Sunday at her home near Dukedom. She was 54.

SAVE
15%

The FHS basketball team drew
a bye in first-district tournament
play, scheduled for Paducah
March 5-7. Schools are entering
both boy's and girl's teams.

if you Foiy
Dick Oberlin:

NOW!

Okivutaitans
Reporters who covered the Republican National Convention at
Philadelphia
MB and the
in
Kentucky Lincoln Day Dinner at
Louisville a couple of weeks ago
were struck by the similarity in
atmosphere of the two events.
There's no doubt about it —
Kentucky Republicans scent victory in November in Kentucky.
remembered, of
It should be
course, that Republicans all over
victory in
the nation smelled
1948—and Mr. Truman surprised
them.
The atmosphere of sure victory
was so prevalent at Phiiadelphia
that. a good many reporters who
pretty
hard to
generally are
sweep off their feet were carried
along as by a flood tide. '

like this: "Everything is right for
us to elect a Governor this year.
but we can't elect anybody
to
anything if we don't work. We're
ready to work! We're going
to
win!"
It seems to me at this particular
moment, that the
Republicans
probably have something there,
too. Notice the qualifying phrase
"at this particular moment."
It': stiil pretty early in
the
campaign. It's a long, long time
until November, and we still have
the
primary
elections to go.
Things could happen
between
now and general election
day
which would upset the apple cart.
Things also could happen which
would cinch a Republican victory.

This GOP confidence is based
on two things, you
learn from
talking with their party workers.
First, they believe that
Kentuckians are thoroughly fed Up
with the state democratic administration—The Clements adminiThat ingredient is determina- stftition which is now the W,sthtion7tIard, stubborn -d-eterminaby
- er
administration. ,
-.../ ,
1
i
tion.
They are
inernell to believe
If you
tried to put it
into that Got. Lawrence Wetherby
words, this new attitude of our will be the Democratic nominee.
Republicans, they'd be tornething And they figure that he has at

There's a danger that the same
thing can happen to some Kentucky reporters
this year, too,
because there was one additional
ingredient in Louisville that was
lacking at Philadelphia.

Breeze, Condition
WITH A COCIAfr: AFT:C PACICAC.7 UNIT
_
-

rg

stye'

!•
.s.
.
This le it,. Cooloir trees' Conditioning Unit for five to eight room
homes. Larger units for larger
homes. Easily instelledi

Get set for those first hot sweltering days of summer!
Install a Coolair Breeze Conditioning Unit now--save
16%! Coolair cools you with a breeze. Makes your home

"Vacation Cool"! Made by pioneers in air cooling.
comPAiti THESE FEATURES: SKF ball boarie3s•Sound-absorbing

springs • V-belt drive • Eight steel Pada;•
Streamlined inlet
Codified ratings•Invest in a lifothr.e of
Cool t mer Comfort—Ask
•-

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

324 Walnut Street

WOMAN'S CLUB-KROGER CO. SPONSOR Friday, Feb. 23, 1951-The Fulton NewsPROGRAM TO GIVE YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES
PUBLIC HEALTH

program is designed to develop in1
young people deeper.devotion to
America and a
greater under
Waslitigton - A nation-wide cently.
standing of the democratic way
Sponsuied
)rogram "to provide better
by
the
General
Fedopof life by encouraging youth par-3ortunities for
the
youth of eration of Women's Clubs in co- ticipation in community affairs.
America to serve themselves, operation wit the Kroger ComAnnouncement of the contest
their community, , and
head- was made at the Mayflower hotel " Although heart disease continWeir pany, a food chain with
zountry" wasvannounced here re- quarters in Cincinnati, Ohio, the here by Mrs. Hiram Cole Hough- ues to be the leading cause
of
ton, president of the
General death in Kentucky and in the naFederation, and
Joseph B. Hall, tion, there is new hope for heart
president of the Kroger company. patients. Never before has there
•
Mrs. lloughton said that
re- been such interest or so much reLET THE
cent events have shown us the search in the field of heart disneed for strengthening democracy ease. In the past two years Conof your Telephone Directory Help
by developing citizens able
to gress has passed the
National
plan and think
independently, Heart Act, the State Department
yet work with others for the com- of Health has established
geed PRODUCTS-PRICES
the
mon good.
Heart Disease
Control Section
SERVICES-ESTIMATES
and
the
Kentucky
Heart
AssociaMr. Hall stressed that giving
the young people of each com- tion has been formed.
With the early diagnosis of a
munity definite
responsibilities
in carrying out community pro- heart condition and with the conjects would teach them the value stant care of a physician, a perlof self-help and cooperative ef- son can live happily and relatively normally with most types of
;fort.
l heart ailments. Despite serious
! Millard Caldwell, administrator '
of the Civil Defense Administra-!gaps in our knowledge of preand
treatment, the
tion, spoke briefly of the
im- vention
portance of civil defense plann- chances for heart disease pating as a
community
project, ients to lead useful liveure im!stressing the vital part women's proving steadily.
Out of a total of 20,042 deaths
iclubs can play in making the proin Kentucky last year frqm the
gram effective.
All 15,000 federated women's seven leading causes, heart dis. clubs throughout the country are ease was responsible for 8,029.
'Everything's sparkl eligible to enter the contest, com- More men than women died of
peting for national
according to the
recognition heart disease,
1949 Vital Statistics Report of
I and for prizes totaling $25,000.
ling clean with
' Three national cash prizes
of the Kentucky State Department
1$10,000, $3,000, and $2,0000 will of Health..
Laundry Care!"
be awarded. In addition, a $200
Clinics for diagnosing heart ailprize will go to the club judged
ments, particularly in children,
best in each state, Alaska, and the
have been opened. Clinicians are
District of
Columbia in which
checking x-ray
films taken in
five or more
clubs
tuberculosis surveys for the pre"My washables are cleaner than I could launder }'rize money is to be usedcompete.
for pro- sence of abnormalities.
The_Kenccts which will serve the youth
them!"
tucky Heart Association is cof the community.
operating in projects for educaLadies, don't worry about dirt! Stubborn spots
tion, case-finding and research.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
What can you do to help fight
disappear, dirt dissolves .... with our extraheart
disease?
First, find out
fine and thorough laundry care!
facts you should
know
about
heart liseases. Ask your county
Phone 14
I health department for literature
!which is available. Second, check
regularly on your own condition
with your physician and follow
his advice. Third, work with your
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS
Creomulsion rclievespromptly because heart association and
with your
-PHONE 14it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden local health department in their
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and heart programs.
hcal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
An adjustable feed bunk can
or money refunded. Creomulsion has be a handy gadget. In the fall
stood the tc,t of millions of users.
calves can easily reach it. When
they grow, the bunk "grows"
Coughs Cheat Colds Acute Bronckihe with them.
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NOTICE!.

TOPICS

GOVERNMENT BANS CIVILIAN USE OF

'*etiout Pacsd

ALUMINUM

coltea vou

I

A Three Days'
Cough Is Your
Danger Signal

PARISIAN

CREOMULSION

1

Knowing that many of you plan to purchase aluminum products
this year, but have been putting it off for some reason or other, we feel
that you should be informed of the latet newsfrom Washington.
Our government has prohibited the use of.ALUBIBIUM in civilian
products after April 1st. We have a good assortment now to take care
of your orders, but we urge you to make your selections without delay, so you will not be disappointed in finding our stocks depleted
and not replaceable
PERCOLATORSAll electric
Six -

MUFFIN PANS,
$6.95

CUP

$3.50

TEA KETTLES, 5-qt.

cast aluminum

$1.00

ANGEL FOOD CAKE

$1.95

PANS

$1.50

WASH PANS

1.00

RING CAKE PANS

SAUCE PANS

25c

JELLO MOLDS

STEWERS

56c

-and many other miscellaneous

COOKIE SHEETS

$1.00

household utensils. Shop today

BUN WARMERS

$1.95

-DON'T DELAY.

49c
Sc and 10c

hLUMINUM VENETIAN BLINDS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
as long as our supplier's stock lasts!
Call us for

4
1e4

FREE ESTIMATES ON YOUR NEEDS

Theyie NERO MORE POWERRItilian Nei

-All Blinds are custom-built-

24-HOUR RADIO REPAIR SERVICE,
In today, out tomorrow. Complete line of tubes, parts.etc.
All work guaranteed.

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR:

I. Shotgun Boogie

I.. Teardrops from my eves

2. My heart cries for you

2. Bad, Bad Whisky

3. If,

3. Golden Rocket

Here's what's NEW about power

Here's what's NEW about styling
Distinctive new lines, massive new
grille, new two-tone cab trim, and
new appointments make these the
best-dressed trucks on the road!
Lower hood lines make it easier to
see more of the road ahead. More
comfortable, redesigned seats, too!

6. The Ravin' Kind
7. So Long

trucks sharper-in a smaller circle.
Handling is easier because of new
worm-and-roller steering gears, more
convenient steering wheel angle,
cross-steering, wide front tread, and
short wheelbase.

NEW! More economical performance
with higher compression ratio-on
models through 1 ton.

NEW! Easier bad-wiether starting
with new moistureproof ignition and
high-torque starting motor.

NEW! Fader-to-read Instrumentsnow grouped in a cluster in front of
the driver.

NEW! Twin carburstion and exhaust
system for more power-available on
all high-tonnage models.

NEW! Smoother ride with new,"On.
flow" shock absorbers-standard on
Vr. Ye, and 1-ton models.

PLUS THIS IXCLUSIVII giro! Fluid Drive
available en /
1
2-,
and I-bm letwleit•

7. Hot Rod Race
8. Muanin• the blues

9. Harbor Lights

9. May the Good Lord
Bless and keep you.
10. Tennessee Waltz

itorkin' Blom
E. Anytime, anrypLqce,
geywhiere_
7_ lent Leer
R. Little Bed Reaster
9. Reds Reogie
10_ Telephone Blum

F.1

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.

. today
deal on
.
corn

A TRUCK TN AT FITS YOUR JOB...A DODGE

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY •

G. If you've got the money,
I've got the time

4_ Bieck Night

Here's what's NEW about safety
Never before such safe, smooth,
quiet truck brake action-thanks to
new molded, tapered Cyclebond
brake linings. (On trucks 134-ton
and up, except air brake models.)
Improved hand brake operates independently of service brakes. "Pilot-House"cabs offer extra visibility.

new feafUres...tflcIUd.
More than SO brand

for a g°9-

5. I love you a thousand
ways.

8. Penny a Kiss, Penny a
Hug.

10. It is no secret

Here's what's NEW about ease
of handling You can turn these new

Please seed me someone
to lave

4. I'm Movin' On

4. Be My Love
5. You're Just in Love

You get more horsepower than
ever in the new Dodge "Job-Rated"
Trucks! Eight efficient engines-94
to 154 horsepower-with power increases up to 20%! You get the
right power for your job with top
economy. Yet, these new trucks are
priced with the lowest!

BLUES

2. There's been a change
in me

1. Terinessee Waltz

The itueks that do ifie mostfor you!

HILLBILLY:

Op- 011.

ert

IP TRUCK

209 FOURTH STREET

Phone 100-

----

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Y1.

New location ....217 East Fourth Street

!I'
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DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates caled on Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart
Sunday night awhile.
Mrs. Margartt Carr is ill with
%Mr!
measles:
Lyndal Ward Bushart spent one
night last week with Gale Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Flicks and
girls had as their Sunday guests:
her dad, George Golden and Mrs.
Golden eaf Fulgh.am.
the
Vaughan has
Dorothy
measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Edit Mount visit-

7 Full-Size40-in.

MARCO
ELECTIVIC
RANGE

vYaKe

p Brother Guthrie --Daniel Boone Is Dead

ed their grandson, *Neal Bushart.
Mrs. Bushart and children Friday/2111.40/8.11111111e97-74"'"(Ed's ,Vdte: In fairness to ell
Mr. and Mrs. William Killereprinting
of Kentuckians, we ale
brew of Fulton were guests
Rickman herewith an articte appearing in
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
written by
the Courier-journal
Sunday afternoon.
-Joe Creason. Joe took the author
J. J. MeNatt has returned from
bedown a peg or two and we
the hospital but is not very much
lieve he had it coming.)
improved.
James Earl Moore and Virgil
Latest in the long line of KenBreckinridge
Camp
Yates of
tucky stories, which goes on sale
visited their parents, Mr. and
Wednesday, is 'a 17-page, 27-picMrs. T. J. Moore and Mr. and
the March issue of
Yates
over the ture layout in
Mrs. Everett
Holiday, a slick-paper, 50-cent
week -end.
'magazine published in PhiladelTaylor was the
Mrs. Cassie
phia. Text matter is written by
guest of Mesdames Tennie House
A. B. "Bud" Guthrie, former Lexand Ruth Weems Friday afterington newspaperman and presnoon.
ently Kentucky's No. 1 literary
- Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gibson and
figure. It was he, you recall, who
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Prize-winner
was 1950 Pulitzer
Bushart Sunday.
for his novel "The Way West."
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates callNo True Picture
ed_to see Mr. and MrsiWes Cochwritten
Although beautifully
rum of Lynnville SuNday afterand showing in places the quality
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House, Mr. of other Guthrie works. tho piece
picture of
and simply isn't a ttue
and Mrs. Gaylon Weems
Harry Yates
were in Ma)iield Kentucky. It contains many of the
errors that have cropped up in
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and previous Kentucky stcriesns well
children visited Mr. ond
Mrs. as a few brand-new ones.
remarks.
Verde! Gliecon
In its introductory
awhile WednesHoliday clainis Kentucky "ranks
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Soloman Dobson high as a Holiday state . . tailorWalston were made for Holiday's audience." It
and Mrs. Addie
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. further says: "It would be easy
Tommie Moore.
to treat only of its cliche charMr. an Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and acteristics—the goateed colonel,
Joyce were guests of Mr. and Mrs. mint julep, Derby Day."
W. L. and Miss Attie Rowland of
Since it is a 50-rrele-long plot
Lynn Grove and Mr. and
Mrs. ,of real estate which falls into reErwin
Rowland, Ludora and gions where geography, culture.
bfaryellen.
social he ,ite and economy vary
radically, few—if any—persons
could qualify as experts on all
of Kentucky. Certainly the capable Mr. Guthrie'reveals only the
vaguest conception of some parts
of his adopted state.
Big Area Ignored
Miss Nancy Jones ptaced first
in the oratorical contest, sponsorKentucky in this
article has
ed by the Memphis Conference of shrunk into a peculiarly-shaped
the Methodist Church held Mon- area.
day night Feb. 19 at Gleason,
Nearly half the State. the part
Tenn. By virtue of this victory in west of Louisville, was—ignored
the Martin
Sub-District of the completely: while the mountain
Conference she advances to the region was boiled down to Harcontest held in Paris, Tenn.. lan County.
April 16th. for this District.
Mr. Guthrie points to the BlueThe winner in Paris will ad- grass for Kentucky's better feavance to the Conference Contest. tures and to Harlan County for
In the
conference competition its worst.
Lrst place will be a $640 scholarEverybody's proud of the Blueship with seven additional prizes grass, but tines have changed.
ranging downward to $50.
Statistically, Fayette
County.
Nancy is the daughter of Mr. heart of "the garden spot of the
and Mrs. Kelley
Jones, 108 world," and
Harlan
Colanty.
Church Street She is a Senior at where he found men "scratching
South Fulton High School and a for life on leached slopes," are
leader in school activities.
similar in many ways.
They have about the same population. Only 1,290 Harlan homes
are w:thout electricity, compared
to 1.005 in.Fayette. And only 1.562
Harlan homes are without running water as compared to 1.309
in Fayette. After such statistics
are cited for focus, the fact remains, of course. that Harlan is
not Fayette in most respects.
Of things a reader might want
to see, this article mentions but
Not a singe mention is given Mammoth Cave, Bardstown
and Old Kentucky
Herne. Harrodsburg and Fort Harrod, Lincoln's birthplace, Fort Knox and
the Gold
Vault, Cumberland
Falls, Wolf Creek Dam and Lake,

NANCY JONES WINS
SPEECH CONTEST

Check these
Features:

Faster than Fast
Serface Caking
New superfast'Speedomaster" units
give greater
pan contact.
WEST TO CFA'.

* 5-Iteat Surto.,
SanlIches
Thantwithd

* Aa...dic Ovais
Sigma Light

* Comnenioad

Ap.
Om.* Oightt

* Stain/eta Par..
loin r 1In,ow

ErizEmzEi
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

lima St.

Baldridge's
EASTER
STOCKS

\'ki4M IN PADUCAH-

High School Seniors May G. J.
!Apply for Scholarships 1 director

lingham, of Chicago,
• personnel for the
Of
Seniors at all high sell-eels in i :llinois Central Railroad, addressduc
lu
an
hch
Leio
on
n's
West Kentucky will have an op- i ed the Paducah
la
CsitubTuea
s-t
I its wesing
portunity to apply for 50 nur
'
State day
Murray
scholarships at
College. Application blanks have
Phone 470 for Job Print's&
been sent to all principals or may
- - 4b,e obtained -from the Director of
Field Service:at Murray State.
- The 50 scholarships are offered
iby the college in cooperatiOn with
hospital at HopI Jennie Stuart
kinsville and Owensboro-Daviess T. H. "Tom" Cowden
hospital at Owensboro.
County
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
The college and the hospitals offer a three year nursing training
State
program leading to the
Board exam nation for Registered
Nurse.
.
I Applicants for the schOlarships
are asked to send their app!ieathins together with a transscript
et` their credits and two letters of
rcccrnmendation to Eltis Ileson,
Director of Field
Servic.., M.ii-ray Sta!e Col bet', Murray, Kentucky, before March 10. Applica- Value Olr,,,ntt,..tit tint ently t.) own—
!I me. See it no..
tions received before that will be I--nil I rade - if!,
-fi
rtmoit
g:ven preference.• '....

1

FHA LOANS

Vairr

BENNF.TT ELECTRIC
'

Phone 410 for Job Printing

217 Main

t'ulton

-

4

Governor Lawrence W. Tl'etherbe looks ever the Kentwliy I ^-!c el
;
Holiday. The March number carries a 17-page a:li?le rail ;;;*
vi
depicting the State's economic and cultural growth geld the
its people.
Kentucky Dam and Lake, Cumother
berland Gap and
mepy
tourist magnets. It cotild be that
Guthrie had 'ern in
and they
were cut out.
Errcrs Bob Up
Probably
the
photographs,
many in color, give a truer picture of Kentucky than the text.
However, the
identifying lines
surely were composed by a fiction writer.
Guthrie
refereiO "counties
without a bank." (ik.ctually, there
is only one.)
•
He says Kentucky's attraction
was to cities outside its borders.
to " . . . . Knoxville and ChattaLActulaEy. there was
nooga."
slight attraction to those cities for
many reasons, mainly the mountainous terrain separating them
from Kentucky.)
One picture caption states that
the "typical Kentucky mountain
cabin has onejocon, is built by
hand, and is fftemOes from nearest road." (Actually, the cabin in
the picture; is abandoned, as the
windowpane and weeds
broken
growing high pround it indicate.
One-room lo cabins in which
people live now are rare: few—if
any—settlements are five miles
from a road.)
A shot of Mayor Farnsley, Dr.
William Keller and Roy Owsley
identifies Owsley as City mana(Louisville
has no City
ger.
manager.)
A color shot shows the Breaks
caption says,
of Sandy and the
first view of112entucky from this
avoid
such
ridge." (It was to
Kenmountainous terrain that

tucky's settlement was deiayed,
years before Cumberland
Gap,
which the caption writer evidently had in mind, was discovered.
The first pioneers certainly steered clear of the Breaks of Sandy.)
Another color picture shows
woman identified as "Rosie 0; ,•.
a ballad singer and cr.:ilter
Calhoun County,' (There is ne
Cahoun County in. Kentucky.)

19-yearMinnie Mae Taylor,
old freshman at Murray State
Russellville, Ky..
College from
has been awarded an all-expens
Logan
trip to
Europe by the
clubs and
(Ky.) Homemakers
Farm Bureau.
Miss Taylor s trip is a part e
an international farm youth exchange program. She is one .or
Club
Four-H
five Kentucky
members who will go to Europe
this summer.
Miss Taylor is the daughter of
To vier e
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Russellville.

TOPPERS

Friday - Saturday
2 EXCELLENT HITS

SELECTION!

CO-HIT
HUNTED TURNS HUNTER

Ilfr

and a cf.d man rodMt for

* All Virgin Wool!
* Including some of
the famous MARY
LANE coats!
* Regularly made to
sell for $24.98 to
$29.98!
* A direct- from- the
-factory shipment
whch we are able to
offer you at a good
saving!
* Hurry- -make your
selection now while
stock is full!

'2‘

CANDIES,
NOVELTIES!
SHOP TODAY!

1

HERITAGE
NEDESERT

re'
US St LI. HAYDEN
e
ONALI)ViidOOS j
ar
;.(e
*LYN VENAhlt

Yo lo Contest
Saturday, Feb.
8:20 — 10:30 A.

.1S 4th

r.t

WIN YOUR CHAMPION BADGES!

Two-piece suit of "Old
Keltic," an imported Irish
linen that's crease-resistant
and Sanforized, completely
washable. White with navy
or black, natural with navy
or brown, aqua or pink with
brown. Sizes 10 .:4) 18.
—

*

A
,

Baldridge's
Lake Street

FORD.MCA lii<DFORS

*

NEW SPRING SUITS
$16.98 AND $19.98

10- 1111.
end

300 MAIN STREET

JANE WYATT
JOHN DAlt
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Act

Wed. - Thurs.

CLARICE SHOP
Fulton

GLENN

*

ARRIVING DAILY!

Sun. - Mem - Tues.

$24.95

VARIETY STORE

OTHER TOPPERS (pastels and dark colors)
- - - - in rayon gabardine
$ 9.98
- - - - in wools
12.98

• PLUS •
CARTOON — SERIAL

67
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A REPUBLIC PICTURE

•

LADIES' SPRING

AND 34 LENGTH
COATS

STOW CHNENTS
KIM MART
I MAE DIRRO

FOR YOUR EARLY

SPECIAL PURCAASE

or 1t,••

1741
41

-ARE NOW OUT

WILL BE CLOSED ON TUESDAYS
FROM NOW ON.
+ +
Get Dressed Up For Easter With a
NEW PERMANENT.
+ +
Hair shaping and styling our specialty.
CALL 1235 FOR APPOINTMENT

LOVE BEAUTY SHUPE

Kentucky Girl Wirs
Expense Paid Trip

1ti

LOVE BEAUTY SHOPPE

MR!
HER

THE LE.

IiE

434 Lake Street

STORE
Fulton
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I •• o!
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page 5,rant, whom

he married in 1902,
, preceded him to death in 1925.
Mr. Cruce was a member of the
Fir'st Methodist Church.
Survivors are: six daughters,
Mrs. Thula Rogers of Peoria, II'.,
Mrs. Thelma McDaniel of Lan• lee. Ill., 51rie Doris Brown • of
Funeral services for
Mr,.
P. A. RHODES
I
,frtg. Ill.,
Mrs. Hattie PolsVivian Williams Owen, a form( r
Furter:it services for Perli • A. vrove of Jeclisonville, Ill., Mrs.
Fultonian and
beloved
citizen
Sunday -Annie Kate
DeGere of Grant
were held at the Paul Hornbeak Rhodes'75, who died
Funeral Home Wednesday after_ I morning at the Illinois Centre! City, Ill., and Mrs. Robie Scgastnoon at four o'clock with
Rev. Hospital in Paducah, were con- are of St. Louis, Mo.
C. F.. Hawkins, pastor of
the ducted Monday afternoon at the - Two brothers; ttoy Cruce and
First Methodist Church in charge First Methodist Church with Rev. Charlie Cruce; twci sisters, • Miss
of the services. Burial was in C. E. Hawkins officiating assist- Manche Cruce and Mr:. nun Beled by Rev. L. D. Ferrell with lew; fifteen
grandchildien and
Gleenlea cemetery.
three great grandchildren.
Mrs. Owen, a devoted mother burial in Fairview under the diPallbearers were: sons-in-law
and wife and a loyal friend lived rection of the''Mane' Funeral
and grandsons, Hershel Polsgrove,
a true.and Christian life. All of Home.
He retired 10 Years ago after Dewey Brown, Sr., Alvin Rogers..
her too short years she held the
Marvin McDaniel, Dewey Brown,
admiration and esteem of all with being a valued employee of die
Jr., and Joe Polsgrove.
whom she came in contact and Maintenance Department of the I.
Honorary
pallbearers were:
fcr 40 years.
numbered her friends by her acHerbert Redfern, R. H. Hicks, Ed
quaintances. During
Mr. Rhodes was oorn in Weak- Williamson
her long
and Ed Thompson.
suffering she bore her
illness Ivy County September 21, 1875.
with ielipious fortitude and her 19-.1900 he
married Miss Lela
passing has left great sadness in Cornelia French and to this union
the live of all who knew and lov- two children were born.
ed heie
Ire was a ne tuber of (heeris
For many years she "'risen cm- Methodist Chureh elei a faith!
p!oyeo of th • Kentuckyinembee of the Ivi,,!man • B. 1),!:1E'RAMA DEPARTMENT
and Veer. H. Weeks Co. end se rSnarty Sehoel Cless.
ENJOYS :NTERESTING
ved the Public
leyalwith a
Pis wife Pre''''‘I'd hcri at der'll MEET TURFLAY NIGHT
-*
ove- and aimve her duty.
One (d hi (';:ogl,ter::
in ,1930.
The Dams Department of the
Mrs. Owen, daughter of Mrs. riled in 1922.
IFultua Women's Club met TuesIT. L. Will
and the late Mr.
Survivifi's
" da"girt`
night at the club home with
Williams was born in
Graves Addle' Rhode-;: a broth, r. John I. MI'S. CLIrtii iiIIICOZ!k, MIS. J. C.
County on Jen. 12, 1901:• Her Rhodes of Terrell,
Ark., end ; le.eeeek. Mrs. W. n.
Holman,
fancily roovectto Fultrn when she numerous other relatives.
I Mrs. R. F. Sanford and Mrs. Clyde .
smalle.child.
She
a
attended
was
Active pallbearers were: Char-!Fields hostesses..
the Fultonflools and was gradu- lie Stellins, R. J. Sedberry, Frank
Mrs. Edward
Pugh was proated from %Mon High School.
MeClarahan, ; gram leader for the evening and
Midyett. Walter
Raymond the subject followed the year's.
On Nov. 25, 1924 she.was mar- Parker McClure and
tied to Harold E. Owen to which Williams.
I theme,
"Kentucky
Writers."
Honorary pallbearers were: all Assisting on the
union two daughters were born,
program were
Mrs. C. Merville Mullins of Bell- members of the Morman B. Dan- , Mrs. Walter Voelpel, and
Mrs.
aire, Texas and Betty Ann Owen, idl Sunday School Class of the Charles Gregory.
Methodist
the;
Church
First
and
Mrs.
who died Dec. 20, 1936.
Mrs.
Voelpel
some
gave
Sunday School'anecdotes from Irvin S. Cobb's "A
Owen is survived by her husbancit Reuel Hemphill
First.Baptist
of
the
Church.
mother,- Class
her daughter and her
Laugh for a Day Keeps the Doctwo grenddatighters, Melanie tied
' tor Away," and also read a short
PETE
M01117(111
.
Marsha Mullins of Flellaire, Tex-;
story, "A Safe Place" written by
The many friends of Mrs. C. B. Fulton's own
as, a sietie. 31re. Pauline Gi nung
Curlin, Reed and
sympathizing
are
with
'nee
Jones
of Chi-cagy, Ill., and two brothers.
; published several years ago in the
of
her
the
death
in
father.
011in
Pete Saturday Evening Post.
P.
Clyde P. Williams. and
I M. McHugh. 73, who died sudden- ; Mrs. Pugh then gave a mus'cal
Villiaius cf Fulton..
Saturday
morning.
last
, reading. ''Should You go First"
of ; 13.
She leas twin a member
of ; Se;.viet7s were held Sunday at. , and she was accompanied by Mrs.
the First Methodist Church
terroon
at
t`ii•
White-Ransom
Charles Gregory. who sang, "BeFulton since early chittlhmid and .
was also a- member cc! he Charm'. ; runeral Heine in Union City With I jmnd the Sunset."
school
C.
H.
Hastines,
the
Rev.
First
Mrs. Fred Gibson presided over
ter Builders Sunda y
Mrehedist minister of Uniem City I a short business session.
and the local W. S. C. S.
C.
E.
Rev.
and
efficiating
Hawk;
During the social hcur the host- —
ins of Fulton- assisting,
messes served delicious cherry cup ;
' cakes and nee, to these attend- I
in,
JOE catIcs
Funeral services for Joe Cruce.I—
'
76, who died Monday afternoon at ;
fleadqUarterS
a.his home on Church Street, were I
tI. do
31 dn,ght. March I
conducted Wednesday afternoon If 011311t
line for purchase of 1951 motor
at Paul Ilornbeak Funeral Home IF. See Us- for
vehicle license plates. After with Rev.
Hawkins officialC.
rnctorists who do not
March 1
GATES V-BELTS
ling. Burial was in Palestine cemehave 1951 plates on their vehicles tery.
any Machine
for
will be subject to arrest and fine. 1875 wasnck
November 27,
been
on
nave
reigistretions
New
has
ss.befeen seresident of •
lell
li;
e
side et The °filly -8f county clerk,„eite
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Mrs. Kathryn Kelly since DecHis wife, Miss Gertrude Bondu- 217 Main
Phone 201
ember. A large number of vehicles have been registered, but the
usual rush is expected for the
last days in February. Those who
wait until the last minute may exinconveniperience delay and
ence.
are urged to
Vehicle ownere
take extra care of their 1951 li408 EDIENGS-STREET
cense plates. Because of defense
demands, metal for making new
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
plates probably will not be avail1951
able next year, and the
plates will have to be used for
two or more years.
A vehicle owner who moves inContract Funeral Home for and Member of
to Kentucky from another state
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
must buy a Kentucky license immediately.

MRS:OWEN SERVICES
DEATHS
HERE WEDNESDAY

Keyko
Oleomargarine
COLORED
COUNTRY FRESH FLAVOR
1-LB. CTN.

40'
Beechnut
Baby Food
STRAINED

Jar 14c
Ballards
Flour

25-Lb. Bag

Ivory Snow
Lg. Pkg. ...
32c
Reg. Pkg.
13c
Camay
Toilet Soap
(RATH SIZE)

2 Bars 27(
LUX
TOILET SOAP
(REG. SIZE)

2

SWAN
Toilet Soap
(BATH SIZE)

Bar

15'
Bar

eT11 SIZ1.1

2

Bars

27c

Dish Cloth in Every Box

SURF
Soap Powder
Lg. Pkg.
32(
SWAN
Toilet Soap
Regular Size

Bars

19C

LUX
Toilet Soap
(BATH SIZE)

WHISKEY
HUM

GIN

2 Bars

27'

RINSO '
Soap Powder
Lg. Pkg.
32c
Giant Pkg. 63c_
Lifebuoy
Toilet Soap
BATH SIZE

2 Bars 27'

1,1QUERS

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

1-cLi.Tall
Tall
ai

47'1

TUNA FISH, California Grated, 6-oz. can
Anne Page
MACARONI or Spaghetti, 1-1b. pkg.
Ann Page
SPAGHETTI, Prepared, 2 15%-oz. cans
PEANUT BUTTER, Ann Page, 24-oz. jar
Ann Page
NOODLES, Fine or Broad, 12-oz. pkg.
Dexo SHORTENING, 3 Lb. Can
Evaporated
WHITEHOUSE MILK,2 tall cans
KREDIEL DESSERT, 2 pkgs.
Bouillon Cubes
HERB-OX, Ctn. of 12 Cubes
UNIT STARCH, 12-oz. pkg.

Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton
-oar

Lg. Pkg.

320

TURKEYS
) 69'
Rib End Loin 7-Rib Cut
PORK ROAST, lb.
PORK SAUSAGE,1-lb. bag or Bulk, lb.
All Good or Dawn
SLICED BACON, lb.
SLAB BACON, Any Size Cut, lb.
SMOKED PICNICS, 4 to 8-lb. Avg., lb.
Super Right
COOKED HAMS, Shank Portion, lb.
SKINLESS WIENERS, 1-lb. pkg.
Sliced or By The Piece
BOLOGNA, lb.
FRYERS, Fresh FRB Dressed, lb.
DUCKLINGS, Oven Ready, lb.

BASS

LB.

25c
57c

I

21c

COD FILLETS, Skinless, lb.
(Ocean Perch)
ROSEIFISH, Fillets, lb.
POLLOCK FILLETS, Boneless, lb.
WHITE BASS, Freak Lake, lb.
CATFISH FILLETS, Ocean, lb.
SILVER SALMON STEAKS, lb.

25c
17c
19c
12c

57e
52c
47c
61c
63e
59c
60c
65c

Pan Dressed

17c

98c

45c
45e

LA

SEA
EA

49'
35c
41e
29e
fi3c
55c
69c

Jane Parker

1

29'1
APPLES '
3
School

Cherry, Apple, Southern
PIES

Pecan

Ea.

52'1

Boy

RED DELICIOUS or WINESAP
•••••••••••01.

POLE BEANS
POTATOES, White,
POTATOES, New Red Fla.
RADISHES
GRAPEFRUIT
ORANGES
BANANAS

lb. 29e
50-lb. bag 1.69
10-lbs. 40c
2 bunches 15c
8-lb. bag 49c
8-lb. bag 59c
lb. 15c

tagio9s PRICE POLICY
• Storewide low prices on hundreds
of items every day ...instead of
just a few "one-day"or"week-end"
specials.
• All advertised prices (including
those items not subject to price
ceilings) are guaranteed for one
week, even though in,arket prices
go up.
ire telieve this policy helps our
customys save more money.

•••••••••

BREEZESoap Powder

25c

Ast's
OVEN-READY

Washington State Box

••••••

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

ICED ‘‘'INES

CHUM SALMON

14C

Palmolive
Toilet Soap

2

PHONE 909

Perfect Strike

TOILET SOAP

Bath
Size

durable, clear finish resistant
to water, alkali and
alcohol. Will not
discolor printed
linoleum.

210 CHURCH STREET

7
1 1a;v,_s or Slices
IONA PEACHES, No. 2!/.1 Can
29c
Rect. Sour, Pitted
CHERRIES, No. 10 Can 99c, 2 No. 2 cans 37c
Iona Halves in Syrup
APRICOTS, No. 2'es can
27c
Grapefruit or Blended
FRUIT JUICE, 46-oz. can
25c
ORANGE JUICE, S, veetened, 46-oz. can ......29c
TOMATO SOUP, Campbell's, 10!2-oz. can. 10c
N. B. C. Saltines
CRACKERS, 1-1b. Box
28c
SAUERKRAUT, A&P, 2 No. 21zs Cans
25c
HOMINY, lona, 2 No, 2,2 Cans
23c
L13IA BEANS, Iona, 16-oz can
10c
Ballards Oven-Ready
BISCUITS, 2 Ctns.
25c
Anne Page
BEANS, Vegeterian, 16-oz. can
Ile
Sultana Red
KIDNEY BEANS, 2 16-oz. cans
19c
IONA PEAS, Tender, 2 No. 303 cans
27c
TOMATO CATSUP, DelMonte, 14-oz. bot 21c
Sunnfield Plain
FLOUR, 25-lb. bag
1.55

Cashmere
Bouquet

A

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low_cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Bars 19t

Giant Pkg. 65c

Paints — Glass — Wall Papers

Von

Yon Shop!

420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Cannon Face Cloth in Every
Box

VARNISH

Any Day

Prices
items not shown
here
subject
(including
guaranteed. W to price
tire- o
those
through
f
ednesday, ceilings)
Tuesday,
Feb. 27th Feb.
.
2Ist

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS DEPT.
AaP Food Stores

34'

WATERSPAR

Fall Week,
Even
Though
Can Be
Sure of*rket Prices Go
Up,
Saving

Have ye:' any suggestions that will help them do
their job for you? Please
w,rite:

37(

those of
subject to
Fromm
price
cell:rigs)

For a

That is why they strive
always to give you better
and better service.

DIAL
SOAP
Bars

Silverdust
Large
Pkg.

Tough, long lasting
linoleum varnish

hot

Am/

Phone 1--)w- 88 -4(--c Phone

FINISHES AIR SCHOOL
Charles Harper Thompson, airman, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Thompson of Route 4, Fulton, Ky., has graduated from the
Structural Mechanic
Aviation
Naval Air
School at the U. S.
Technical Training 'Center, Memphis, Tenn.
Naval
Thompson entered the
reservice July 26, 1949, and
ceived his recruit training at the
U. S. Naval Training Center, San
Diego, Calif.
-

1.94

Dash
Dog Food
91-Lb. 79(
Cans

FUNERAL HOME

Fulton Lodge No. 1142 of the
Benevolent and Protective Ce tar
Past
annual
of Elks held i's
night Monday
Elscalted Ruler's
evening, Feb. 19.
Bro. Frank T. Beadles, Exaltoccupied the
ed Ruler. 1928-29
Ruler,—Bro
station of Exalted
Bob White, Exalted Ruler t1932the station of Es33. occupied
teemed Leading Knight. Bro. C.
S. Hastings. Exalted Ruler, 1939station of Es40, occupied the
teemed Loyal Knight. Bro. Sam
Jones, Exal'ed Ruler 1944-45, ocEsteemed
cupied the statien of
Lecturing Knight. Bro. *inter
Whitesell, Exalted Ruler, 194950, occupied the station of Esquire.

The meniind women of
A&P are keenly aware that
their success and ours depends upon how well we
please our customers.

S. R. 25-Lb. Bag 1.96

2

Because A&P
Guarantees
All Ad
vertised Prkes
(including

You are "the Boss'

PLAIN

wismimammissimaisfaiffmr7,
WHITNEL

Elks Have Past Rulers
Event on Monda7 Night

"Meet the Boss" is the
title of a film we use in our
intensive employee-training program.

CHOPPED

SOCIETY.

MARCH 1ST FINAL
TAG BUYING DAY

Customer'Corner

2 Jars 21c

•....Witit_thetrtmLprict tr•rked on
e.cry item, plus an itemized cash
register slip ... you know sat
y:r.t save at AO.

411r

• HOT CROSS BUNS, Pkg. of 10
ANGEL FOOD RING, Large, each
Cocoanut Gold
•
LAYER CAKE, 6!/2-inch
Devils Food Layer Cake
PECAN FUDGE,8-Inch size
FILLED NUT RING, Pastry
Sugared or Cinnamon
DONUTS, Ctn. Doz.
GLAZED DONUTS, Ctn. Doz.
MARVEL BREAD, White, 20-oz. loaf
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS, plain, pkg.
RYE BREAD, Plain or Seeded, Loaf

1
. CHEDDAR
Sharp Cheese

LB

33c
55c
650
87c
41c
26c
39c
16e
18c
18e

64' 1

Cheddar Cheese
LONGHORN, Mild, lb. ............ .
N. Y. SHARP CHEDDAR, lb.
Mel-O-Bit
AMERICAN CHEESE, Sliced, lb.
American Cheese Food
CHED-O-BIT, 2-lb. Loaf
SWEET MILK,Grade A Pasteurized, qt.

55e
67c
57e
88c

4.

them out safe. He is the same now nie Lou Mobbs of East State Line, Christian Church.
Sunday Alai
family spent
• — The Fulton News Friday, Feb. 23, 1951• and
were
conducted
Wednesday
Survivors are: three sdns, Arthat He was then.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rowers and
I But let me tell you prayers is morning Feb. 14 at 10:30 at ihur Pierce of
Giles County,
, family on Arch Street.
:ouch kneaded. For my part
I Beech Church near •Troy, Tenn. I Tenn., Doc Pierce of Union City,
mumps and we hope he will soon
arrived
Mrs. A. M. Browder
Willie
Edward
can't get along without the Lord. Bro. Alfred Stone
be back in school.
home Monday night from a vis.t
officiated I Route 1 and
1951 HEART , He takes care of me and He is a with burial
the
Pierce of Dixie Community; two
Heading
' Say, WV you really like the with Mrs. C. L. Drysdale in New
under
direction
of
SOPHOMORE NEWS
FUND campaign in Kentucky are husband for me. He is so wonder- White-Ransom Funeral Home of daughters. Mrs. Clara Taylor of
Senior boys, don't you?
Orleans, La.
Well, we near jr and'PA are
BC who were you with at the
Lou
Martin and Mrs. Fann:e
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chil- State Chairman Farrell W. Cur- ful. It is nothing we can do with- Union City.
business leader, out His help.
show Sunday night? Was it JL dren 'and Mrs. Clarence Caldwell ran, Louisville
having trouble. Wonder why?
Mobbs of Suuth Fulton; thirtyCluaitman
Mrs.
State
Women's
Pierd
fell
last
up
and
April
and
make
I
loves
would
Fulton?
to
talk
about
.Jesus
and
from South
We wish CAS
visited Mr. and Mrs. Berry Stokes
four grandchildren:. fifty two
Mrs. Richard G. Willtains, Somer- his goodness. le is worthy to be fractured her hip and since that ' great grandchildreh
whose bracelet are you in Paducah Saturday.
CJ
his mind between 'AMO from
and
two
time
club
she
had
us
women's
b
een
Tell
FulKentucky
bedfast.
VF,
PA.
South
set,
talked
about.
Last
Fulton,
Is
it
from
Now
a
few
words
wearing?
South
great great grandchildren.
Several of this Community atJohnThursday
she
Keen
took
Gov.
pneumonia.
leader.
about
Mrs.
Walter
Former
Bernhard.
She
which one, CS.
ton?
Her grandsons served as pall1 of Mrs. Ro •
f
tended
Kentucky is a Christian woman and I sure
We wish that VM would stop
PA I heard you and JT had a
She was a member of the First bearers.
Saturday at Cayce Method- son, president of the
to fuss over CS. Have you made up .Wade
something
announced
Heart
I
want
to
see
her.
She
sends
me
so
trying to find
Association,
st Church.
that Kentuckians will be asked to ' many good papers to read and all
argue about. How about that JV? yet?
Mrs. Harris Bondurant of subscribe $200,000 to the Febru- of them is good.
We also hear she doesn't like to
DW is always telling someone
James
and
walk.
I had another good white sis"Just Say I Love Her," Could Cleveland, Ohio, A. T.
ary 1-28 drive to carry on the reThompson of Atlanta, Ga., arriv- search, health
Matlock is our new this concern KC?
Vivian
education and ter by th& name of Mrs. Maifred
their
with
visit
cheerleader for rest of the seaWhich one of you lucky boys ed Tuesday for a
Street,
community service fight against B. Hunt, 233 Sharkey
father, Ed Thompson and brother, heart disease, which takes more Clarksdale, Miss. She is a relison. Good luck, Viv.
will get ST?
CHERAMY
I
I
Mrs.
and
Thompson
VF and PM, who are you alWV, FB and GL sure did look Robert
lives annually in the State than gious woman. I wish sister BernThompson. They attended the the next
ways riding around with? Could good in the minstrel.
hard would write her and
in
three
leading
causes
it be BP and DG?
writing her mention Mattie Dear.
JR who did you go to the min- Master Farmer Banquet Wednes- combined.
Presbyterian
Did day night at the
We hear NS will be away next strel with Monday night?
So be of good cheer God is in the
their
honoring
Fulton
in
Church
BMJ at Harding MSH get mad?
week visiting
plan. A poem:
father, who was selected as one
vrr
Mississippi Plantation Life:
College.
Behold, I stand-at the door
families
farm
outstanding
ten
of
FG and BC have finally made a
and
The
knock,
Writings Of
PALESTINE
r
ie:17
LIQUID
in Kentucky.
hit. Good luck.
As Gentle as the dew that •
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mettle Dear
Does SH and BG have a boy
The Homemakers Club will
SKIN
falls,
(Too late for last week)
meet in an all day meeting Frifriend? Tell us, girls.
I come to bring you joy and
SACHET
!
and
I
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
thank the Lord Jesus that I
day, February 16 at Community
peace;
1FRESHMAN NEWS
daughter, Lillian, spent Sunday Center. Hostesses will be: Mes- am yet alive. My health is fine
Yes, here is a brand new idea in fraI am the bread of life for all,
Robert
Watts.
and
my
cold is so much better
We are sorry to hear that Bail- with Mr. and Mrs.
dames Lon Brown, Fred Brady
grance . . perfume with a sachet base.
It matters not what race you
not
It
lasts so long because of its very slow
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hillman
King.
a
Collier
Percy
drop
of
ey Binford is out of school with
and
medicine has
I
are,
diffusion. Now youcan always be allurtaken. I went to Jesus in a humIf you will open: I will come
ingly perfumed at so little cost. Only
bly way and ask him please Jesus
in;
$i.00 plus tax.
heal me and do you know I feel
I am a well of living water,
like a new woman.
With your life I seek to
The Lord said whatsoever you
blend.
want ask him and I ain't got no
better sense than. to do what He
MRS. Callie PIERCE
"The RENALL Store"
say. I* went to service Sunday.
216 Lake Street
ulton
Pierce, 82, who
died at the
My pastors text was 2 Peter first
home of her daughter, Mrs. Fanchapter, 16th verse. Subject:
Witness for Jesus. Doc you know
he explained it so that a child
could understand.
Christian woman in person of
sister Missouri
Taylor sung a
solo titled "I Am Alright Now."
I wish it was so that everybody
could have heard her. If you want
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
to hear good service just get that
Negro race. And the choir sure
sung sweet.
But let me tell you one thing
we sure has had some hard and
!cold winter but the snow is all
To be refreshed
melted now and it has got sonwarmer. Now I am trying to raise
me some hogs by the help of the
good Lord.
Of course you do.
I We are living in a mean torn
world but you read the Bible and
Prompt service!
You'll love
you'll see all these things had to
•,e but all we have to do is to do
the wholesome refreshment
Yes Madam! A phone call
;he right thing and put our tru:t
to "75" brings ,good food,
in the Lord. He will take care of
of ice-cold Coca-Cola.
dr
:
.
.
4./
,. 4 •
us. His word don't fail.
meats and groceries to your
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY I* THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
Daniel put his trust in God and
door
in all kinds of weath! when he was thrown in the lions
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.. 'NU.
I den and
er. Try us today; our goal is
the Lord locked the lions
01955,Th. Coco-Cdo Company
jaws. Paul and Silas was bound
to please you.
Car!2•Jrin jail and the Lord
brought

STATE LEADERS IN
HEART FUND DRIVE

SCHOOL NEWS

./.11-1.14A/04-4A/0,e144t!

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

2

Sawyers Market

omething good

•\ PHONE

••

•

•

WOE

HERE-

The finest
lighttrucks
y
'v'huiIthyGFsL

0

War.

'

ate

You've never seen /
1
2- to 2-tonners like these
—unsurpassed in horsepower—engineered with new
"big truck" features—for years of extra life.

A
0

,
• i0+

•••

..........„-----

to Mid-America for 100 Years

Compare! Feature upon feature in each indiFor

vidual model tells you why GMC is your best buyl
2 GREAT NEW ENGINES—
UNSURPASSED IN HORSEPOWER
IN THE /
1 2- TO 2-TON TRUCK FIELD
ROTATING FREE-VALVE
ACTION for longer voirs life,
mor• power
WIDER TWIN-ACTION
HYDRAULICS with cooler-acting
rear drums
SEPARATE TRANSMISSION
HAND BRAKE
HEAVIER FRONT AXLES
SYNCHRO-MESH
TRANSMISSION
TOCCO-HARDENED
CRANKSHAFT
FULL-PRESSURE LUBRICATION
of all main bearings,
rod bearings and piston pins

100 years the Illinois Central has
made Mid-America's life its own ... carrying its neighbors' products to market and bringing back the needs
of daily life.
From its early days the Ulinois Central has concerned
itself with the well-being of Mid-America's farms, factories, mines, forests and people—..
:..The Illinois Central opened the first shaft coal mine
in Illinois, helped make coal the power around which
industrial yid-America has grown.
.. The Illinois Central carried the first refrigerated
rail-shipment of perishable fruit, helped launch a new
agricultural development that puts fresh fruits on every
table the year 'round.
.Today the Illinois Central helps farmers grow better
crops and raise finer litrestock. And each year it seeks
sites for new industries to help swell community payrolls.

AIRPLANE-TYPE MAIN &
ROD BEARINGS
LIFETIME WEATHERSEALED
"SIX-FOOTER" CAB
NEW VENTIPANECONTROLLED VENTILATION
CHOICE OF 9—
SMART COLORS
RECIRCULATING
BALL-BEARING
EASY-TURN
STEERING GEAR
NEW NON-GLARE
INSTRUMENTS
HUSKY 35-AMP.
GENERATOR
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
of fuses

instead

add 'em all up:

Getareal'wick!

nation's new frontier of opportunity . .. for the individual, for industry and for commerce.
With this future before us, we are determined that the
Illinois Central shall continue to earn, by useful work
and constant helpfulness, the honor of being "good
neighbor" to all Mid-America.

President

f.fc.
a

•

Faith in Mid-America started the Illinois Central on

a I

its way-a century ago: That faith has continued, unquenched. Today we believe that Mid-America is the

LIGHT • MEDIUM • HEAVY MODELS • Made
in the widest variety of engine-chassis-body
combinations to fit Avery trucking need

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

Two a.&emir IIIj vied kid with Fiat(MC thakelimminumm
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Nor id, EVINODE

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mrs. Edna Earle Shaffer arrivThere was a large crowd at the spent Sunday with Mr. _and Mrs.
Mission both Saturday and Sun- Harold Pewitt and son'
ed last week for a'two weeks visit
day services.
Mrs. Harris 13ondurant return- with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Allen and ed to her home in
Cleveland, Harvey Pewitt and son, Jimmy
children were guests of Mr. and Ohio Sunday night after a visit Wallace.
Mrs.
Avery
Hancock
and
JoseOdell Puckett
with her father, Ed
Thompson
Mrs. Dean Harwood and `ciiilphine Thursday.
an' other relatives.
dren of E. St. Louis spent MonAbe Thompson of Paducah
Mrs. A. MI Browder has been day with her sister, Mrs. Harold
with
Mrs. Wilson Arnett was admit- day with his 'brother, Mr. and spent awhile Wednesday
on the sick list but improved.
Pewitt.
ted to the Fulton Hospital Mon- Mrs. Harry Hunt Gossum and son, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Thompson and Mrs. Ida Pegram.
day tor treatment. We wish for Ronald.
her a speedy recovery.
' Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. McAlister They all attended the banquet at
Mrs. Cora Casey returned to spent Sunday with her brother, the Presbyterian Church for Ed
her home Monday after spending Mr. and Mrs/Harold Puckett and Thompson and his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
the past month with her sister, daughter, Melanie.
Collier and
Mrs. Vada West of Medina, Tenn.
Charlton visited Mrs. Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
children, Carolyn, Don, Dickey
37c
EGG CUSTARD PIE, 8-inch
Mrs. E. J. hall was nostess to and family motored to Paducah and little Linda
Thursday eventhe Woman's Society of Christ- Sunday afternoon sight seeing.
ing.
37c ian Service of the Methodist Mr. and Mrs. Olive V. Morgan Mrs. Raymond Sutton and chilPINEAPPLE CHIFFON PEE.8-inch
Church Mhnday afternoon. Fif- and son spent Sunday with his dren, Frances, Bettie, Guy
Thomteen members were present.
mother, Mrs. Allie Morgan.
as and Stephen spenit Wednesday ,
40c
and
50c
FRESH BANANA CAKES
Mrs. Buster Bradley and son,
Mrs. Elilice Crossnal and son, afternoon with Mrs.'Thelma GrisJerry, Mrs. Mayme Bradley visit- Raymond have returned home af- som.
ed Monday aternoon with Mrs. •ter spending the past month with
Raymond Gambill, who has
PINEAPPLE UPSIDE-DOWN CAKE
',19c Ilarold Puckett and daughter, oher
sister near Martin.
been quite ill and in the Fulton
Melanie.
Wilson spent Sen- Hospital for several days, is bett ! Mrs. H. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
• da-y afternoon with Mrs.
Will ter and has returned to work.
BREADS — ROLLS — PASTY:LIES
visited Monday night with Mr. Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
Mayand Mrs. T. B. Pewitt in
and Mrs. Ida Pegram visited Mr.
Miss
Odell
Puckett
spent
Saturfield. •
COOKIES — DONUTS
Ed Thompson and children Frithe day night with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. day
Mrs. Pearl Pigue is on
afternoon, who were visiting
McAlister.
sick list this week.
him far the banquet in his honor
Tuesday
Mr.
and
Mr.
Louis
Roa7 end on Wednesday evening.
Miss Ada_Pigue spent
in the Mayfield Hospital visiting daughter, Linda Gale visited SunM. aild Mrs. Raymond 4,SuttcM
Rebecca
Underday
night
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. and family spent
her niece, Mrs.
Sunday with
Harry
Hunt
Gossum.
•
wood.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain and
Mrs.!
Bard
and
Mrs. Metta
Luther Gossum spent most el family, Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Moore
May Young shopped in Mayfield I the week w:th his brother, Ben and little Linda.
Tuesday.
PHONE 244
COMMERCIAL AVENUE
I Gossum near Wingo.
Mrs. Charlie Phillips has been
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and I Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jackson attending the bedside of her unSunspent
of!_Pilot
Oak
family
:of Pryorsburg spent Saturday cle, Joe Cruce, who passed away
! with her mother, Mrs.
Allie Monday about noon. At this writ, Morgan.
ing funeral arrangements were
1 Mrs. Jim Certer presented her not complete.
fir .
pupils in a musical recital Fr"Mrs. Thelma Grissom spent aday
night at the
Methodist while with Mrs. Lucille No!es and
1 Church. A large crowd attended , two small daughters of Ricveille.
91 PROOF
and the children
played their , The older daughter is ill with
pieces well.
measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Evans of Paducah spent Tuesday with Mr. and
PALESTINE
Mrs. Vernon Hayden.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Bradley
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs
and son, Jerry spent the weekend Morgan
Davidson were: Mr. and
in Memphis.
The most beautiful Chrysler ever — with the great
Mrs. J. C. Sugg, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray Clyde
Burnette and Bro. Bryan
College spent the weekend with Bishop.
With the genuine sour mash
new 180 H. P., V-Type. Fire Power Engine—The sensation of
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. W. B.
Mrs. Hillman Collier and chilflavor that has made Cabin Still
'Bishop:
dren and Mr. and Mrs. C. 3.
I Mrs. Alice Louis and Miss Stel- Bowers
an old-time Kentucky favorite
the centuryvisited Mr. and Mrs. Ras- la Aydelotte visited Sunday af- mus
for half a century.
Bowers in Rives, Tenn., Sunt,
..rnoon with Mrs. Lula Vaughan day
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Bowand Mrs. Beulah Cannon.
ers celebrated their 65th anniverThis is the most powerful Engine in any motor car.
Mrs, Glenn Puckett and Mrs. sary last
&lir.a4,6V.L.Whnz
Friday.
Brown Clifton spent Monday in
Joan McClanahan is spnading
Paducah.
the week with her
See It-Drive it- for the thrill of a life time today at the
Miss Pattie Jane Carter spent Mr. and Mrs. Lon grandparents,
Bro•dit on Pearl
Thursday with Miss Marilyn Ann Street.
Charlton.
The Pure M. Co., held a meetWE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF
We extend our sympathy to Mr. in M d night
for the producand Mrs. J. B. Byrn in the death "ers at
munity Center.
of his sister, Mrs. Ida Myatt in I
. Jim King, who is nursing ,
Oklahoma Monday.
s. Morgan Davidson, has reRev. W. B. Bishop spent Mo
turned to her duties after a two
day in Middleton, Tenn., wit
is / weeks vacation.
mother, Mrs. J. A. Bishop.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Marjorie Walker and son, are recovering Morgan Davidson I
from flu.
Your Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer
David of Mayfield sisent last SunMr. and Mrs, Robert Watts atday with Mr. and Mrs. Buster tended the
funeral of Pell Moss
Bradley and ton, Jerry.
at Salem Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Wirma Wilson entertained
Dickie Collier was out of school
the members of the sewing club this week
With an infected jowl.
Wednesday afternoon..
Including the following: GRASSES: Red Top.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Nelson
Mrs. Ann Jackson, Mrs. John
Timothy, Fescue, Orchard grass, Rye grass:
Moore, Mrs. Fred Wray and Mrs.
CLOVERS: Red, Ladino, White Dutch; LESMary Virginia Hicks are on the
sick list this week.
PEDEZAS: Kobe, Korean Jap, Sericea; ALSO
v Mrs. James Copeland and chilPasture mix and Columbia Spring Oats.
dren, Miss GWendelyn Gossum of
Wingo were among those attending the play party Saturday night
sponsored by the American Legion at the Legion Hall.
FULL LINE OF GARDEN SEEDS
Mr. and Mrs. Lila Bradley, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Haskell were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
SEE US FOR YOUR SPRING SEED
Whitt Garner of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hixon of
GET YOUR FERTILIZER EARLY, while we
NO CHANGE OF BUS
Mayfield visited
Mr. and Mrs.
have what you want.
—NO
EXTRA
FARE!
Vernon Hayden Sunday •afterWAY
ONE
ROUND
TRIP
noon.
We welcome to our little city
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Smith
of
Union City. Mr. Smith is employed at the I. C. depot.
(U. S Tax Extra)
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.
For compfote information, call
If you mean to act nobly and
seek to know the best things God
has put within reach of men, you UNION.BUS STATION
itit and Carr Streets
must learn to fix your mihd on
WE WANT TO BUY YOUR WHITE AND
PHONE 44
that end and not on what will
YELLOW CORN—HIGHEST Market Prices.
happen to you because of it. —
George Eliot.
Here's new beauty, new conveAll Kinds of
nience and usability— a big refrigLIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEED
erator in small kitchen space — with
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS
features and dependability you'll
Including WAYNE'S TAIL CURLER. . a complete hog feed
fond nowhere else. Come in. See all
that makes HOGS out of runts. A NEW power-packed SUPER
the Frigidaire refrigerators.
feed, highly-fortified and highly appetizing for slow-growers

News and Personals from - - - -

Water Valley

BAKERY TREATS

----FRESH FROM THE OVEN!

your Old

fellable

Fulton Bakery

LOOK --IT IS HO
OP

KING MOTOR CO. Inc.

SEEDS

FOR SPRING SOWING

FRIG11111111

Master Model
REFRIGERATORS

/

NOW! THROUGH
BUS SERVICE TO

NEW ORLEANS
$9" $1675

sga39.'
y),s11
"
14-

114

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS

1140 1714 EI

and market hogs out of condition.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Only Frigidaire Gives You All These Features!
• Distinctive new styling —
inside nod out

•E-avissinre Double-Easy
Ossicikarbe Tours

• More space for
large items

• New super-storage
design

•New half-shelf and swing
down shelf

• More tall-bottle
space

• All-aluminum, rust-proof
adjustable shelves.

• New, ell-poreelnin
Multi-Purpose Tray

• More food-freezing
space

• New, deeper, all-porcelain stack-up Hydrators

• New,sall-porcelain Meat
Stoops Drawee

• Famous, economical
Meter-Miser mechanism

Look Outside! Look Inside! You Can't Match a FRIGIDAIRE!

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fill ton

WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING ALL
TYPES OF FIELD SEED
Patch by patch the glowing colors of a Kentucky quilt take
form and pattern. Turkey Foot, Lincoln's Cabin or Solomon's
Dream, all are recognized at a glance,for quiltin' is a cherished
Kentucky tradition.
Yes, and beer is a tradition in Kentucky, tool
Like couiltin', the enjoyment of beer is a tradition of the Cornmonwealth. To Kentuckians beer is the beverage of moderation
to be enjoyed at home and among friends anywhere.
Coftrright 7551

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U. S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523 Heybure Ilvilelleg

•

Louisville, KevOucky

We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wirt,
Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.
Ft ”cing,

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

4
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THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessao

Interests

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

CLUBS

—4--

HOME NEWS

Phone 926
was "Mew Trends at the Metro
politan Opera." Mrs. Maddox
gave a review of the season a
The Music Department of the the Met and the innovations insti
tuted by the new
director and
Fulton Woman's Club met Wed- general manager, Rudolph Bing.
nesday afternoon, reortiary 14 at
The following numbers from!
the club home with Mesdames J. operas were given: duo piano,
U. McKendree, Carroll Johnson, "Habenera'from "Carmen" by
.1. C. Hancock and N. W. Carter Beverly CUrsey and Jean
Hyhostesses.
land.
Mrs. J. C. Hancock, chairman, Vien,
"Meditation" from
opened the meeting leading the "Thais" by Mrs. David Sundgroup in repetition of the Lord's wick accompanied by Miss Andy
Prayer. She also presided over a DeMyer.
short business session.
Piano,-"Andante Cantabile_ and
Mrs. C. L. Maddox was leader Sextette" from "Lucia di Lamfor the afternoon and her subject mermoor" (arranged for the left
hand) by Mrs. G. G. Bard.
During the social hour
the
hostesses served lovely refreshments carrying out the Valentine
scheme.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
ENJOYS INTERESTING
MEET ON FEBRUARY 14

"You say the one on this end is 'Uncle Fred'? Why, in
yesterday's installment, he was in bed with pneumonia!"

e$6aitnuin

MRS. MOULTON GAMBILL
ENTERTAINED WITH PINK
AND BLUE SHOWER FRIDAY
•

Mrs. Stanley Stinnett honored
Mrs. Moulton Gambill with
a
pink and blue shower at
her
home located in South Fulton last
Friday night.
In your borne, a
en the concert stage ..
today's great Pan&

A corsage suitable for the occasion was presented the honoree
by the hostess.

FEEZLE PIANO SALES
622 Broadway
Paducah

The living room was beautifully decorated carrying out
the

PULLORUM PASSED

•

"Chicks With a
Personality"
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
Hatches off each
Monday and
Wednesday
EARLY CHICKS are usually the best layers and money makers — Don't wait; place your orders now for early delivery.

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 483

with 75,000 BTU output!

z
Ful118"DualCh
her Burner—
ammore heat
every drop frgomirs
of oil!

MISS ROBERTS
pink and blue color scheme.
After several enjoyable games HOSTESS TO
were played a delicious sandwich . CANASTA PARTY
plate and cold drinks were served
Roberts enterMiss Barbara
Mesdames
following:
to the
at
Oneal Jones, Harold Wallace, Al- tained with a canasta party
Street
home on Jackson
vin Ferguson, Ancil Jordan, Jor- her
dan Ferguson, Joseph Gambill, Thursday evening.
Three tables of guests enjoyed
William Taylor, Irby McCord, Ele evening and highprize went
lis McCord, Louis Johnson.
Miss
Also, Moody Yates, H. E. Mc- to Mrs. Dick Cummings.
Cord, Pearl Cheatham, A. L. Alene Rust won low.
The hostess served ice cream.
Gambill, E. E.
Cathey, John
Long, Manus Williams, Leland cake and nuts to the following:
Adams, the honoree, Mrs. Moul- Mesdames Dick Cummings, John
ton Gambill, Carl Robey, Harold Joe Campbell, Donald StephenPuckett, Jr.', Stanley
Ross and Miss Lula Mae McCord. son, Carl
Bloodsworth,
'• Parham, Harry
David Homra, Thomas Vowel',
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
•
Johnny Sharpe, Misses Kathleen
MET WITH MRS. BURNETTE
and Alone Rust, Marjory PuckTUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
ett and Mary Frances Roberts.

regular appointment at New Salem Baptist Church this
past
Sunday and was dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bynum.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron spent
Sunday in
Mayfield with children, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doron.
Mr. and Mrs. Loy Abernathy
are improved from an illness of
several weeks that kept them in
during the winter months.
Mrs. Ed Frields is doing nicely
after a siege of cold and bronchical ailment. She is now able to be
getting around.
,
Mrs. J. C. Rickman has
improved over a period of several
weeks but is in bed a portion of
time.
The section was hard hit by a
terrific rain storm Tuesday noon
and within a few minutes all lowlands were
covered in water.
Wind was of high velOcIty but
at present no serious damage was
done according to reports.
Mr. and Mrs. R. 0.
Vincent
visited their sister, Miss
Delia
Vincent this past Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Lintz
were in Fulton Saturday visiting
children, Mr. and Mrs.
Billie
McCollum.
W. I. Frields isn't so well at
this writing. He has been a victim of asthma has 'kept him indisposed far the past few months.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningham of Paducah spent the week"end with
relatives in -Clinton,
Fulton and Dresden where they
were guests of parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham.
Fred McCoy, Jr., has returned
home from Detroit where he has
been employed during the winter
months.

PIERCE NEWS

Mrs. Arthur Birmingham spent
the weekend in Humboldt with
her daughter, Mrs. Gerald Hicks
and family.
Several around here have been
on the sick list this past week.
News of Mrs. Richard Cruce of
Chicago having an •accident has
here. She was
been received
The Victory Homemakers Club
struck by a car and has a badly
met in the home of
Mrs. Cecil MRS. MORSE
bruised hip and broken pelvis
Burnette, on the Hickman High- ENTERTAINS
bone. Her address is Holy Cross
way, Tuesday, February 20, with BRIDGE CLUB
Hospital, room 205, Chicago, Ill.
Miss Georgia Mattingly, co-hostMrs. N. T. Morse entertained
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green of
ess.
members of the Thursday after- near Fulton were Sunday night
Mrs. Harold Copeland, the rep- noon bridge club at her home on
supper guests of Mr. Green's sisresentative from Victory Club on Washington Street.
ter, Mrs. Christine Pierce.
the Extension Advisory Commit•
C.
Bernard Adams of Union City
tee gave an interesting report of
to the club.
Mrs.
was a guest of his sister,
that meeting.
High score prize was won by Charles Lowe, Sunday.
The Landscape • Leader, Mrs.
G. W. Birmingham was a social
Mrs. Don Hill.
Herman Roberts, explained that
The hostess served sandwiches visitor in Almo, Tenn., over the
this is the month to start caring
and Coca-Colas to the following: weekend.
for lawns and to make arrange- Mesdames A. B. Roberts. Don
DeWitt Matthews spent Sunday
ments for flower and garden seed.
Hill, C. L. Maddox, B. Q. Cope- in Breckenridge, Ky., visiting
The lesson on Storage—Every- land, Mel Simons and Rupert Billie Terrell, who is in the army
thing In Its Place—was given by Stilley.
'camp there.
Mrs.
Collier and
Mrs. Dean
, . Mr. ind Mrs. Johnny Holland
Ernest Carver. They explained MRS. MAHAN
Mr.
jot Fulton were guests of
that you not on!y need a place for HOSTESS TO
and Mrs. •William Long Sunday
everything byt you
must keep BRIDGE CLUB
evening.
everything in its place. A few
Sunday guests or Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas Mahan entertainguides to good storage, if applied, ed the members of the Thursday Alpert Mayhall were: his brother.
will make it easier to find what night bridge club and two guests, FMr. and Mrs. Martin Mayhall and
you want when you want it.
Mrs. family, Mrs. Leonard Finch, Mr.
Mrs. C. D. Edwards and
They also showed many useful Thomas Maddox.
children of Kenton,
Finch and
fixtures which make the closet
Mrs. Maddox won high score Tenn.
more convenient.
Mr. and Mrs. Ishum Conner of
prize and Mrs. Morgan Omar secRoute 2 and Miss Carolyn . DeMrs. T. R.'Williamson led - the ond high.
A delicious salad plate was ser- Myer and Arthur Ramos, a sailor
group in a cake walk and in singved to the following: Mesdames from Millington, were Sunday
ing "Love's Old Sweet Song."
Twenty-two- members and four Edwards, Maddox, Omar, J. A. afternoon guests of Miss Roberta
visitors enjoyed a delicious pot- Poe, Clyde Williams, Jr., Fred DeMyer.
Mrs. J. H. Archie of Tiptonville
luck meal at noon. The visitors Homra, Vyron Mitchell, Stanley
were: Mrs. Daisy Terry, Mrs. J. Janes, Joe Treas and Misses Hel- spent last week with her sister,
R. Powell ,and Miss Myrtle Bur- en King, Andy DeMyer and Mary Mrs. Wyatt Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall and
Homra.
nette.
family are moving to Hornbeak
The meeting in March will be
this week. We are sorry to lose
AUSTIN SPRINGS these
at the
Palestine
Coromatuty
wish
good neighbors and
Mrs. Carey Frields
House with Mrs. Dean Collier and
the best for them in their new
Mrs. Gene Dowdy.
Miss Delia Vincent isn't quite home.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Davidson
so well and rernains a-bed at this
Phone 470 for Job Printing
writing.
have bought the Hall farm and
John Lintz has suffered from.a will move.there.
Mrs. J. E. Bennett, Mrs. Pearl
paralytic stroke at his home near
RUPTURE
by this village and children were Brice and Mrs. Leslie Cape spent
Sensational New Invention
one day in Hickman last week
called to his bedside.
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Mrs. Buton Lassiter has been with Mrs. Capes niece.
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
Mrs. Mattie Rogers visited her
indisposed due to an illness of an
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St.
Phones 70, 428 ear ailmesLaktd complications. daughter, Mrs. Leslie Alford in
his, Dyersburg part of last week.
Rev. Alton Perry filled
-rtv•

de Power
-Air Blower
—with this
Saves up to heater,
13% on
fuel bills!
(Optional
at slight
extra cost.)
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COMPANION ,

Now, under this famous brand name,
you can get fine quality Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey [White
Label] as well as popular Kentucky
Whiskey—A Blend [Yellow Label].

100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

Bennett Mettle
324 Walnut Street
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"Uniformly
Fine
Since 1869"

only $2
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COATS
All Wool Coverts - - Gabardines - - Tweeds. All colors
- - - all sizes up to 44.
Just 63 left in thii
final sale.
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after down payment

BUYS YOU YEARS OF
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SPACE MAKER

REFRIGERATOR

whiskey

815.

'ikEATER

Bap
of P
Ski
caki
wet
and
Ode
Mill
and
Frit

Packed' with all the worksaving features
you could want, BIG freezer—BIG fruit and
vegetable drawer—BIG bottle-storage space
—and the new Redi-Cube ice trays! Permscolor Shelves!
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CIRRICRULATIING
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Powered with the famous G-E sealed-in system that assures
you dependable service and low operating cost!

Big Radiant
Doors!
z Rich
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nut Finish!

DuoTHERM
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gin!
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is it

Here's a big G-E Space Maker — 8.1-cu-ft — that actually
holds Vs more food than most refrigerators now in use.
yet occupies no larger floor area.
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Asir to soft

Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
family went to Mayfield Saturday.
Mrs. Ora Elliott and Mrs. HerMrs. Willena Veatch, Mrs. Elichel Elliott attended the Mission- zabeth Elliott and Beverly visitary meeting Tuesday.
ed their father, George Hiatt in
Martha Kay Copelen spent Clinton, who is ill.
Thursday night with Sandra Kay
Kimbro.
MRS. ADA ARNOLD
Little Donna Sue Brown is on
Services for Mrs. Ada Arnold,
the sick list.
84, who died at the home of her
Percy Veatch spent awhile sister, Mrs. George Oldhma in the
Thursday morning with ,Mr. ana Chestnut
Glade Community,
were conducted Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen at 2 at the Paul Hornbeak Funand family spent awhile Tuesday eral Home with Bro. E. W. Stovwith
burial in
night with Mr. and Mrs. Herchel all oficiating
Greenlea cemetery.
Elliott and family.
Mrs. Carnell Green spent FriSurvivors are: a sister, Mrs.
day with Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen George Oldham and a brother, T.
D. Jones of ,he Chestnut Glade
and sfamily.
Mrs. Ora Elliott
visited Mrs. Community.
Murl Sams and Miss Cora Dillon
Friday afternoon.
Phone 470 ior Job Printing
Nettle Lee Copelen
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Come In Today!

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
Lake

Street

Phone 1

Fulton, Ky.

Authorized Dealer

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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Tuberculos• Friday, Feb. 23,1951 — The Fulton News —
Efro. Wyatt Hall delivered the
tudents
Sunday morning message at the
Write Essays
On
tha Hammond of Union City, Mr.
Mimes Bonnie Ruth
Lennox
Church of Christ this past Sunand
Mrs. Roy Cruce and Vyonce: and Ava Lee Griffin of Fulton
(Eel's
Note:
The
News
day. Bro. Charles
is pleas- for a great percentage of patients symptoms of any
Anetph
of
type.
By
the who is the mother of Mrs. Octavia Slayton and Mr.
Henderson, Tenn. will be the ed to print in their entirety, two now concerned with tuberculosis. time the well
and Mrs. Ray- visited Misses
Avaleen, Sylvaknown symptoms Wall is real sick with pneumonia.
speaker this coming
High This is especially prevalent with such as a chronic cough, hoarsemond Sloan of Cayce.
Sunday. essays written by Junior
deen and Myra Ann Moss last
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchins
Services beginning at 11:00 a. m. School students entitled "What young people who throw care to ness, indigestion, loss
Miss Hattie Hampton of Ful- week.
of weight, and son, Stephen of
Fultbn were ton spent
Bro. Anetph will also have charge Does My County Need to Fight the winds when the _choice is to pain in the chest, night
the weekend with Mr.
sweats, Sunday guests of Mr. and
of the midweek Bible services on Tuberculosis." Miss Jean Hyland, be made between so called style afternoon fever, blood
Mrs.
and Mrs. Almus Wall.
spitting or W. A. Campbell.
Phone 470 for Job-Printing
I
'Wednesday evening at 7:00 p. m. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. and common sense.
everlasting
tiredness appears,
Mrs. Velora Stallings of FulThe public is urged to attend and Hyland, was first place winner
Eating proper foods naturally
is
well
on
its
way.
in the county and Miss
ton is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Tom
all of these services.
Roma begin with infants having adeThe tuberculin test is one way
Bro. Sanders of Paris, Tenn., Satterfield, daughter of Mr. and quate milk diet together with an to tell if there are tuberculosis Arrington,
delivered the
Sunday morning Mrs. F. A. Satterfielcrwon second ample supply of vegetables for germs in the
Mrs. Doris Cruce and son, Howbody. A
small
message at the Baptist
church place.bone and tissue buliding. This amount of tuberculin is applied ard of Martin were Sunday guest;
Their
art:cles are sound and in- in turn gives.way to
this past Sunday. Preaching sergrowing to the skin in one of various of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
vices are held on the first and formative and We are privileged children with about the same diet. ways. If in two or three days the
Mi. and Mrs. Flynn Powell of
to
publish
them. •
third Sundays of each month, bes
place is red and Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The adult should continue to skin in that
Thom
contest
was sponsored by receive all foods
ginning at 11:00 a. m. Sunday
that -that have raised up, it said to have a posi- Powell and family of near FulSchool is held each Sunday, be- the auxiliary to the Fulton-Hick- a tendency- to strengthen rather tive result and should have
fur- ton were Sunday guests of Mr.
man
Counties
Medical Society.) than destroy the tissues of thE ther examinations such as a chest and Mrs. R. C. Powell and Mr.
ginning at 10:00 a. m. Everyone
is invited to attend these services.
Wise mothers know how really
X-ray.
and Mrs. E. C. Moseley.
The first requisite for the con- body.
effective Vicks VapoRub is when
Bro. Sanders, pastor of the BapRest is the treatment for tubersorry
We
are
R.
C.
was
Powell
sound
A
program
for
the
fight
stant
fight
you
'against
rub it on.
•4
'//4
T.
B. is suffitist Church, conducted a
book
culosis. Rest gives the lung
a carried to Haws Hospital in FulNow, for amazing new relief
study service on Bible and Pray- cient funds. The primary means against T. B. is plenty of money,
chance to heal. Exerc:se makes ton Sunday afternoon. We wish
when colds cause coughing, uper this past week, which was well for this country to obtain those plenty of.medical help, plenty of
per bronchial congestion, or that
funds is through the whole-heart- clean living and plenty of com- the lung work harder and a deep for him a speedy recovery. .
attended and enjoyed.
"stuffed-up"
feeling, modern package. Then .. breathe in
ed response of the American peo- mon sense in our land of plenty! breath may damage everything
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mothers use VapoRub this spe- soothing, medicated.vapors.
The officers and teachers of the
• which has been accomplished.
Jean Hyland
ple to the annual appeal made
I. W. Hammond and
Mozelle
cial
way,
too — in steam! It
Every breath eases coughing,
Baptist Church met at the home each
A sanatoiium or a tuberculosis were: Mr. and Mrs. Humphrey
year by the National T. B.
brings relief almost instantly. relieves that "chokey"
feeling.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rowland Foundation
Every year about 55,000 people hospital is the best place- to go to !Bogan and fam:ly of Paragould,
Put 1 or 2 good spoonfuls of For continued relief—even
iheough she sale of
Saturday night. Refreshments. of • T.
VapoRub in a vaporizer or bowl while you sleeP
• in the United States. die of tuber- get well. These are found in any Ark., Mr. and Mrs. Jim Goodjin
B. seal.
•)1 boiling water, as directed in —rub it on, too.
cake, ice crearn and cold drinks
culosis. Most of these people are state. Tuberculosis patients gen_ and Ray: Mr. and„,Mrs. Maurice
were served to the fallowing: Mr. The above association also dis- between the ages of 15 years and
'
Hammond
Use it in steam—Rub it on, tool VvApoRue
orally
and
do
Diane,
not
need
Mrs.
to
Bergo
far
away
poses
of
this money through the
and Mrs. Doyle Hailey, James
45 years. This is the group which to get well. A patient may stay at
Odum, Heywood Jonakin, Chalks various sanatariums and rest cure con'ains the promising student,
home buttithe
danger of o
Milner, Mrs. Harold Gardner, Mr. r:111111S throughout the United the wage earner, the parent and
members of the family cat ng
MARY, I'M CO FAGGED
and Mrs. Ilugh Allen and
Mrs. States.
producer of the nation's wealth. the disease is great. It takes a
Fritz Moss.
Also the-ac
.
OUT FROM YESTERDAY'S MY DEAR,YOU SHOULDN'T
cent on tuberculosis
Tuberculosis g
.a catching dis- rang while to be completely reWASTE YOURSELF ON
The Sunday dinner guests of prevention is stressed through the ease. and it is caused by a very covered.
WASH I CANT MOVE
SUCH THANKLESS
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh• Allen were: medium of. mobile chest x-rays small germ. Persons having the
A recovered patient should be
ANOTHER
STEP!
Rowland, units, adequate diets, fresh air disease snit out or cough up these very careful and keep in touch
Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
JOBS-Heywood Jonakin, James °shun,' I:ving, etc.
germs. If these germs enter the with a doctor.
Mrs. -Fritz Moss and ton, Joe
Volumes can be written on in- body of a healthy person by way
Tuberculos:s can be prevented
,
Carooll, Tommie Allen, Brother dividual care to be exercised by of the nose or
mouth, he may and it can be cared if found in its
17." •
Sanders and his family of Paris, I (titan living, frequent examina- catch the disease. These germs early stages.
.0
4
and Ray. Stover of Mar- tions, refrain from over exertion, may be spread to many people by
You can help win thb battle
tin, Tenn.
exposure
and
containing
breaihing
kissing,
dust
eating
proper foods.
against -Tuberculosis by buying
1
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Bell of , C'ean living can be accomplish- germs, using the drinking glass Christmas seals.
ed
by
constant
has
spoon
who
tuperson
or
of
a
care
I FIGURED IT ALL
Mr.
of
Mrs.
visited
and
ClifFulton
Roma Satterfield
keeping
the hame free of filth and any berculosis, and by drinking milk
ton Cheatham Friday night.
Rural Route 3
OUT
AND IT'S JUST
eunditons which flies, or other from cows that have tuberculosis.
Fulton, Kentucky
Mrs. Bertis Levister of Martin
AS CHEAP AND LOTS
,...rm-carrying
makes
Pasteurization
safe
milk
to
insects
Age-14
may
hat.years
spent Satdrelay with her sister,'
MORE SATISFACTORY
I,or. •
drink.
9th Grade
•
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell.
TO SEND YOUR
Frequent examinations by the
When tuberculosis germs do
Cheathavs
Miss Dorothy Ann
• may doctor of nurse may be the entrr into the body, they usually
WASH TO--Memph's.
CNYCE NEWS
spent the week-end in
key to an early .arrest of a seri- settle in the lungs. They start
Clarice Bonclurant
Mrs. Paul Kendall and brother. rue threat of T. B
multiplying, but the body fights
OK LAUNDRY
R. A. Jones of Fulton. spent the
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Shy
Over-exertion
can be
very back by growing a covering a71%We ehld/11
.
/19 lqt_Xoweit Price3
DRY CLEANERS
oweekend with their parents, Mr., harmful I) a person,. in a weak- round them. These are called tu- spent Wednesday visiting frier and Mrs. R. F. Jones.
visited
ened
condition as the strength bercles. Many people have these in Memphis. They also
Those on the sick list are: Lon needed to combat the T. B. germs tubercles locked up in them and Mrs. Rob. Adams,' who is in the
CharCaldwell
and
Hastings. Roy
Baptist Hospital. '
:Ire used by the over-exertion,
do not know it.
PHONE 130
We are sorry Mrs.
Icy Goodjine and Jim Dabbs. •
Barnett,
Exposure has been re,sponsible
Early tuberculosis has no
hospitalizKimberlin
is
Rufus
ed at the Janes Clinic, Fulton.
reWe wish for him a speedy
covery.
M es Even Sanders and Betwith
tie Allen spent Saturday
Mrs. Fritz Moss.
The Community Chrb will meet
at the home of Mrs. Thad Perrish
on ,Wtelnesetsy of_this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thernas Osteen
purchased a new
have recently
a automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Jordan of
visited his parents.
Union City
ON A
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Jordan Sunday night.
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BROWDER'S

STARTER & GROWER
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It's not stretching a point,
though, to say that satisfying
service is to be found at CITY
ELECTRIC

!TYRE(
'SALTS
IF I

tee-caw-14JF

Quality Feed
COMBINATION IS
SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED
FOR

Maximum Gain
AND

VICE
NFIXIT

(
.A0.4 1-205(OMIALliftAL AVE.

Maximum Profit
All our high-grade feeds contain Vitamin
11-1 Supplement and Aureomycin

REFINISH
YOUR OWN
FLOORS

With Browder's Starter-Grower All-Mash

NO CHANGE IS NECESSARY
IN YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM
FOR THE FIRST 14 WEEKS
Have the (Iowa in your
home that dingy look? Re.
surface and refinish them.
You can easily make them
look like new. Do the lob
yourself. W.can rent you
th•sandingsquipmentand
supply the materials you
egad, Ask as how to do

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
one 15
z
iciiiriic

Recleaned, Steel-Cut PIN HEAD CHOPS
and BABY CHICK GRAINS are
Available at all times.

ALL MASH

SThRTING'GROWING
FEED
A77-4CUE
BROWDERFMTILIN5 COI&
_R _ELY

FULTON, KY.

SERVICE WORK FOR ALL FLOCKS
FED ON BROWDER'S FEEDS IS
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES!
CALL US PHONE 900 WE DELIVER

1==1•1•11111111/
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tors their skill, lawyers their sisters, Mrs. Floye Simmons and Members of the Masonic Lodge Brisben Walker.
learning, merchants their mer- Mrs. Bonnie Sue Alsup of Mem- had charge of the'services at the
chandise and so on down the line. phis; two grandchildren,
Judy'grave.
Be an island of calm confidence
You know, Paul, we are all de- Ann Reavesand Allen
Burton
in a world of turmoil — not blind
pendent on one another, but we Reaves of Pulticah:and
several
That I may come with a firm wishful thinking, but belief in
aephews and nieces.
don't want to think so.
Reav.s was born March 13, and tranquil mind to the work of the powar for right of a God who
liMOV
Yes, we have sitie
this day, fearing nothing.—John a,ties.- Wallace C. Speers.
BUY—SELL-1.IRE—RENT
leaders, I'll agree. We have hod 1326 at St. Charles, Ky., the son
doctors, lawyers, merchants. Gov- of T. C. and Collie Mas.sy Reaves.
5lest( emplete Stock
In V. v.t Kentucky —
with an econamical classified
Pi'esicients and we On October 20, 1913 he was marernors and
ad in this column, read each
ried.
them. have
always
will
week throughout the Fulton
own house
So lets keep our
Mr. Reaves was an officer
of
trade area. No other method
clean and leave the other fellow's the Masonic Lodge. Be was Past
reaches so many for so little.
house alone. If your profession Master of the Roberts Lodge,Past
First Insertion 3c per word
depends on the public and you High Priest of Royal Arch Mas(minimum, 50c)
don't like unions or union shops ons, Geneialissimo of Command/
2c
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
I wouldn't even think it out loud. cry No. 34, a Council Mason and
per word.
That would be the first step in Shriner. lie was also past ExaltPhone 237
442 Lake Street
the practice of "trade at home." ed Ruler of the Elks Lodge and
CITY
MOTOR
CO.
you
help
glad
to
be
We will
I've enjoyed talking with you. a trustee in the Moose Lodge. Mr.
prepare your ad at our office;
BLACKSTONE
--Fulton, Ky.
Paul and Jo. I'm proud that The Reaves was an officer of the First
(Continued from Page One)
or mail it in with the money.
Fulton County News does print Christian Church.
FOR THIRTY YEAKS
All classified ads are cash in
REGULAR LODGE MEETING: appoint an
QUALITY AND SERVICE
arbitration
board both sides of the question.
Honorary pallbears were: N. G.
advance.
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to and they have 30 days to try to
We have all got to live and let Butterworth, Carlos Grissom, L.
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, make a settlement.
live. "Brother, yQU can't take it Kasnow, C. M. Clark. II. N.
are always a part of our service.
212 Church Street, Fulton.
with
you."
Strong,
and Gilbert DeMyer.
After 30 days they make their
FOR RENT: Four room house,
long.
So
suggestions to the president and
Honorary pallbears were: N. G.
three miles from Water Valley
Billy Blackstone
he has 30 days to make his deCooke, R. R. Moss, John Cavenon Pilot Oak highway; wired
FRY'S. JEWELRY
publishing
is
here(The
News
cision. 90 days in all. Then if the
der, Bobby Matthews. Ernest Bell
for electric stove. Outbuildings,
Fulton Theatre Building
decision is not
what the union 'with a reply to the article pub-' and
members of the
Masonic,
pasture, piped wajba V
.ery reasweek
lished
from
last
James
TELEPHONE
Main
thinks
St.
is justifiable, they call a
Phone 916
Elks and Moose Lodges.
onable. Rufus Lowry, Fulton,
Warren, president of the Fulstrike.
Funeral
services were held
Prompt service
Route 3.
Association.
Then they are talked about by ton County Bar
Thursday
afternoon at
three
written by Mr.
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night
the public and even called Rus- The letter is
Watch and Clock repairing.
o'clock at the
First
Christian
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOBilly
not
Blackstone
does
and
sians
by
the President.
Air-conditioned chapel.
Church
with Rev. L. R. Still,
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
All Work Guaranteed.
Getting back to the article in necessarily reflect the views of pastor officiating. Burial was in
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
—MEMBER—
this
newspaper.)
your
paper.
I'm
glad to see, or I
Greenlea cemetery under the di45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N,
might
say
one
lawyer
admit, that
rection of -Whitnel Funeral Home.
—NOTICE—
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
IN RE: MRS. VIRGINIA FUR- he belongs to a closed organiza- WATERFIELD - tion.
WhyBecause
it is to his ad(Continued from Page One)
LONG, GUARDIAN FOR ROBERT LEE FURLONG has filed vantage. If ,he doesn't pay his date. They say "You can't turn
Bar
dues
he
can't
practice.
The your back on a fellow who has
her final
settlement as such
guardian which settlement is to judge, who also belongs to the proven he's worth lots of votes,"
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Bar
Association,
recogwill
not
be confirmed March 12, 19511
and. "It's better to have two good I
unless exceptions are filed to nize him in court.
I candidates run inng together than '
Veterinary Service
But
lets
go
back
a
few
years
that date.
I against each other."
when John Young
Brown was
Phone 807-R
Kathryn R. Kelly, Clerk
However, more than just a few
runinng
for
Governor
of
KenFulton County Court
state capitol politicians are
or Call 70
tucky. Some of his
own
Bar posed to administration endorseassociates branded him as a law- ment of a Wethery - Waterficld
Graduate Veterinarian
yer
of
the
C.
I.
0.,
which
went
a I ticket. They
BARGAINS IN
point
that
out
Located on Martin:Fulton
long way in his defeat. To clear neither of them are veterans nor
REAL
ESTATE
Mr.
Warren
in
this
stateMent.
Highway.
are either of them regarded as
Mr. Warren was Brown's chair- strong pro-labor. Therefore, they
Nice large house in East Ful- man in this county.
11.
4
.
11LA
surmise that
the
Democratic
ton.
Take the word Journeyman in nominee for Lieutenant Governor
Mr. Warren's article. Yes, a ma- running with Wetherby
should
New house in Country Club
chinist must serve four years at be both a veteran, and one wh
Courts. Extra Nice.
his trade. This gives him a pro- could expect unqualified sum), '
3 Apartment House in West fession and also protects an em- from labor organizations.
ployer when he is hired.
Fulton. Extra good buy.
Whether Waterfield will a
REELFOOT Er A TID
We can't all be doctors, law- with Wettierby or Vincent i,2 Apartment House in West years,
SHANK
merchants,
druggists, matter still up in the air.
B •
C ,
Fulton. New. Extra Nice.
preachers and
others. But we can be covered either way,
HALF,lb.
Large House in West Fulton. must remember if we have to dig
Butt Half
Well located..
a ditch we have to have the man
HARRY
REAVES
with
a
spade.
For
every
job
that
New house and 2 acres of
(Continued from Pare One)
has to be done there are men and
land near Water Valley, Ky.
women that fall in this line of he walked up to her and said. "I'll SIRLOIN STEAK,
lb. 99c
6 Room house in South Ful- work and I don't think that they bet you're related to the folks at I,ess Rone—Le-s Waste When You Buy at Kroger
ton.
should be criticized for the class the News." She was my sister, of
of work that has fallen their lot. course.
DATED BACON
.
lb. 62c
SOLE FILLETS
lb. 59c
PLEASANT
4 Room house in South FulWhatever organization he joinWe are not all
going to
be
Wilson's Certified--FancyShied Look for the
Itoneless—Cello Wrapped
ton. Cheap price.
ed
he
was
and
a
constant
loyal
angels
either.
Mr.
Warren
menLISTENING
Date
WHITING
lb. lic
tioned doctors. They also belong member and it is needless to say
Lots in Can's Park.
Dressed Bulk
You will enjoy real listening
PORK
BRAINS
that
his
lb. 32c
warm
hand-clasp,
his
I
to
the
association
or
they
can't
Good Lat in Country Club
pleasure after we put your rapractice. This also protects them words of cheer. and his ever preCourts.
sent smile will be sadily missed.
dio in perfect working order.
and the public.
-'1
I have some good buys in
Mr. Reaveii leaves his
wife.
Our expert workmanship asTake the Merchants Association
farms.
sures you of complete satisfacin Fultcn. They meet to trash out Mrs. Ruby Reaves; a son. Harry
tion.
the problem of prices and preach Eugene Reaves of Paducah; two
I have some good buys in
"trade at home." If a merchant OMNI
grocery
stores.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
wants to mark his prices up, (I
I do not charge for my serv- mean before the freeze
from
PHONE 4-0-1
ices to help arrange a loan on Washington, and it was like the
FOR
any real estate even if I am last snow it has melted). Prices
EXTRA LARGE
— -not selling it.
are still going up.
JUICY 46-54 SIZE
He doesn't have to ask anyorie
CHARLES W.
whether he can raise or lower his
And Tire Company
prices. But we do. Beg, arbitrate,
BURROW
'hi
SLnAoRwG'NE'
• PHONE 401 *
wait 90 days and then if a strike
'.:41.1;,! 4:,
Office Over City Nat'l. Bank
HEAD
is
necessary,
we
are
called
all
205 Commercial Ave.
PHONE 61
'kinds of names. Yes, and I might
say that you and I too, have done
Lu
B::ANG
0. 1 39,
a little name calling. Honest confession is good for the soul.
- - SEE - Since the. railroad has
the
largest
payroll in
Fulton the
4n
-i Verib.
merchants thrive on this.
Yet
Thin
some of the biggest talkers are,
the ones who run
down labcr
and the closed shop. The -trucks
KROGER
12-0Z.
serve lots of these places of business, not the railroad.
STRAWBERRY
JARS
The railroad mart should ask
his merchant some time if
he
KROGER
ships by rail. The trucks are not
46-0Z.
CAN
helping him (the railroader) to
207 Church St.
Phone 35
hold his job nor is it fair to the
KROGER SOFT, 20-oz. loaf
KROGER
railroad of which he is a part.
Complete Stocks
LB. LOAF 12e
The railroad has only transpor2-LB.
tation to sell to the public. DocSPOTLIGHT, Lb. Bag
No. 1
3-Lb. Bag 2.25
TALL CAN
a
KROGER ANGEL FOOD
AVONDALE
25-LB.

CLASSIFIED AD1

FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisheae-Firt—
aint &
Glass Company, 21 Church
MAYTAG WASHERS. standard
Street, Phone 909.
snd automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service. CARD
OF THANKS
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
•
•The many kindnesses and exFulton, Ky.
nressions of sympathy by all our
friends and neighbors, during our
hours of sorrow, were sincerely
wpreciated. Please accept this
Keep your eyes on
method of expressing our sincere
thanks, and may God Bless you
O. K.
for your assistance to us.
:a-Roy and Cecil Lee
Used Car Lot for
The Wade Family
The McGehee Family
bargains.
•
The White Family.

HO-aRNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

a

a

7

7

YOU CAN BUY THE BEST and NURSE THE PURS

KROGER LO PRICES.
TENDER SUCAR CURED! , ...
THESE

•

,,
.
*
,
.
,
. ...,, •

A

I.
Pt

57

CITY ELECTRIC

_ . „. GRAPEFRUIT
,..0
- ii„,:... - . r
29c
,,,
.,...,. ,q,.,

USED

- ,•. , \,„,

FURNITURE

Don't be fooled
by "LW/it-MIKES"

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

25

KROGER CRACKERS
PRESERVES

L

BUY PARTS
It's easy to fool the eye but hard to "fake" performance. That's why it will pay you to look for the II-I
Symbol of Quality on the part you buy...for preci5ion
engineering ... high standards of quality ... perfect
fit ... longer wear. Don't take a chance on "lookalikes." Insist on the IH symbol to "Parts-Protect"
your farm equipment investment... to get peak performance.

ILl

See Us Today For 111
5-Star Service and 1;1
Quality Parts.

5-Mit
SEIRIVICE

•

GET A SUPPLY TODAY AND BE READY
FOR THE LOWER TEMPERATURE THAT
IS SURE TO COME!

LARGE SIZE
KROGER GRADE 'A' LGE.

EGGS
STAR TRF.ET
DOZ.

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO,
Fulton

Phone 16

Order Your Fertilizer From Us Now—Be
Ready When You Need It.

23c

3

45'
13'
L6S
33'
29'

riain or Self-Rising
CAN

1,2;:z.

HUNT'S

TOMATO SOUP
PORK and BEANS
WHITE CORN

Can

3 th1/2.0z.
29c
6
•49c
2 cNo.ans •29(
Cans Campbell's

16-0z.
Cans

303

SC
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fo
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ed
ed
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tht
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gri
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ter
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rem
eh:
sto
for
set
the
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the
ed
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fir

..
in
BCC

bat
flit
ing
the
lat
fac
HI

7Dicer
t1:
•

PHONE 51

A

POIATOES 10

15( _ FIG BARS
77' T° SARDINES
39C
FLOUR
58 MACKEREL 215-".
45' PRUNE PLUMS

CITY COAL CO.

Catetkicl

314 Walnut

COAL

25'

2 for .49

BREAD
COFFEE
ar

LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL
OF QUALITY WHEN YOU

CAULIFLOWER

•

.
LETRKE ,
...,,,:ze

S(
G:

IL......."

L,

E"

BETTER

FOR

LESS

SALAD DRESSING
GELATIN
PRUNES
i.LOUR
CIGARETTES BALL

IS-OZ.

95(

Miracle Wi ip
KROGER
3' -0Z. Pith.

Tc

•-)
Mi!

5'

SUNSWEET- - LLB. •-) 1 r
EXTRA LARGE
PKG. gi
KROGER
dr) 20-0Z. 99r
PANCAKE
LI BOX 4,
PDOPULAR
eTN.

1.70
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